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OVERSIblI HEARING ON HEAD START -

TRANSPORTATION POLICY

WEDNESDAYFEBRUARY 25, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.:

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a.m., in room
2261 Rayburn House Office Building, the Hon. Ike-Andrews (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding..

Members present: Representatives Andrews, Williarns, Petri, and
Coleman.

Staff present Gordon A. Raley, staff director; Michelle Stent,
legislative counsel; Deborah L. Hall, clerk; Johrr E. De An, minority
senior legislative associate; and Mary Jane Fiske, minority senior
legislative associate.
. [The opening statement of Ike Andrews follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. IKE ANDREWS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF NORTH'CAROLINA

Good morning, !edits and gentlemen. Pursuant to its oversight responsibility for
the Economic Opportunity ct and specifically the Head Start program, the Sub-
committee on Human Resou convens this morning to review, ederansporta-
tion policy with regard to Head Start and cuss solutions to problems
which have recently surfaced. The problems have to do with the ability of local
Head'Start programs to purchase vehicle in timely enough fashion so Eis to provide

,.sale and reliable transportation to and from project sites for children receiving
services through-Head Start. One possible solution which has recently been suggest-
ed involves changing Federal audit procedures to permit depreciation of Head Start
vehicles to be considered as it allowable operational expense, and to allow funds in
this category to accrue year to, year until a new vehicle is needed-. Today we have
called together program participants from the Federal, regional and local level in
hopes that by "reasoning together" we can move closer to sqme solution.

Most of us who have been.,involved with the Head Start program over the past
several years are aware that maintaining safe vehicles is becoming a major, consid-
eration. I am acutely aware of problems in my own district and have become
increasingly aware lately that the problem is reaching national proportions. As an
example, let me share with you portions of.a letter from a Federal grants manage-
ment specialist detailing a 1980 report On ff Kentucky Head Start project's ttanspor-
tation fleet:

't "In April 1980 (the Kentucky program) analyzed the condition of their vehicle
efleet. . . order to bring the fleet up to long-range use and safety standards at
'least 35 net vans and $13,500 toward the purchase of a new.school bus would be
needed.

"The report reflects that (the Kentucky program) has 6? vans of which 42 are
over 6 years (Act (from 44,000 to 120,000 miles). Seventy-rive percent (or 47) of the
vans have been determined to be in poor condition.

"It was reported that there are daily breakdowns, sometimes as many as four to
five different ones. Three mechanics are employed, one of which responds to road
calls.

(1)
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In September 1980 the agency, was awarded A3,500 for ?he purchase of three
vans As can be seen this doesn't even begin to adequately address the needs As
evidenced by.the validatiqu, this agency is operating prudently in all program areas
They desperately need a.isistatKe to acquire new,vans Needless to day, without
transrrtation there canna be a Head Start program (Kentucky ,program) in the
area.

We have four witnesses this morning. Since we are all here to work on a solution
together, I believe I will ask all our witnesses to simply come to the witness table as
a panel We have with us Mr. Warren Master, Acting Assistant Secretary for
Human Development ,Services. This is. Mr Master's fifst appearance before the
Subcommittee Accompanying Mr Master is Mr Bryant Tudor, the Region IV
AdMinistrator for Human (Resources Gloria Williams is President of the North
Carolina Community Action Association. She is familiar with the problems of many
Head Start programs in my home state Mr Claude Patterson'is representing the
National Head Start Association

Mr. ANDREWS. Good morning. the° reason we are here is that in
many of the programs with which this subcommittee is concerned
in the nutrition programs, community service agencies, Head Start,
and various others, there is an ever-growing and tremendous prob-
lem in acquiring an adequate number of safe vehicles to transport
those receiving services to and from the program sites ar)ol---to
deliver meals for older Americans.

We talked, we, meaning Gordon Raley and I, yesterday with a
Mr. Lordan who couldn't be with us here today. Mr. Lordan is from
the Office of Management and Budget. A lot of the problem, of
course, has to do first of-all with just being able- to receive enough
money to acquire these vehicles, and then there is a peculiar
problem about being able to assimilate and hold on to enough
money over rr period of 3N, or 5 years so ar to have money on
hand wish ich to replace vehicles which become either unsafe or
exorbitant maintain relative to the cast of trading, the vehicles
for a new o 8.

Accounting procedures are apparently a part of the problem.
According to OMB however the problem really resolves itself into
adequate amounts of new money.

But be that as it may, while somewhat, though notthoroughly, I
know what the probljn is, I certainly don't know what the best
answer is. I would hope that wetould find an answer by simply
'revising some procedures at OMB. I am afraid it is not quite that
'simple. But if legislation is required in this area, then we would
want to consider a proposal in hopefully passing some needed
legislation: IT regulations can be altered to resolve the problem,
then-hat would seem to be prefeimble. '1

To explore these`;, matters, we have this morning four witnesses
here to work on a solution with Lis. I believe I, will ask our wit-
nesses to simply come to, the witness table as a Panel. We have
with us Mr. Warren Master,'Acting Assisfant Secretary for Human
Development Services. Mr, Master, if you will come around pleaset

. This is Mr. Master's first appearance before this particular subcom-
mittee and we certainly welcome' him. I look fqrward to working
with you in any way that we can.

Accompanying Mr.-Master is Mr. BryantTlidor, a native of my
congressional district, Wake County. Bryant is the Region IV Ad-
ministrator for Human Resources from Atlanta.

Also Gloria Williams. Gloria, we especially welcome you. Gloria
is president of the North Carolina Community Action Association.
Come around if you will, Gloria. You're getting ready to have a big,
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event down ih Wilmington, I be,lieve, in the near future. I hope I
can get down to that. She is familiar with the problems of many
Head Start programs in my home State.

Claude Patterson is representing the National Head Start Associ-
ation, and while it is a coincidence as far as I know, he happens to
IN from Mr. Coleman's State of Missouri, Appleton, Mo., I believe.
And I am sure Mr. Coleman joins me in welcoming you, Mr.
Patterson, as well as for that matter all of you.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, if I may.
Mr. ANDREWS. Sure, go ahead.
Mr. COLEMAN. It is no coincidence that the leaders of the country

come from Missouri. It is quite probable. Some of our leaders, even
Presidents, have come from Missouri.,

But seriously, I want to explain why I will have to be absent
during probably most of this this morning. I am meeting with
another subcommittee onwhich I have ranking responsibility right
next ,door, but I am leaving my .rusted aide here to take down
notes and to make sure that all of the testimony is forwarded to
me.

I especially apologize to Claude Patterson for having to skip out
on him this morning, but we will take your testimony and we will
be back in touch.

I appreciate that you are having this meeting. It is a very impor-
tant subject matter whin *ye definitely want to exploie.

Mr. ANDREWS. Very good. Thank you, Mr. Coleman.
Bryant, ,if you then and Mr. Patterson wilk come around to the

table.
Gordon, do we have any particular order?
Mr. RALEY. No; I don't think so: -
Mr. ANDREWS. If any or all of you have sonie openin statement,

',suppose we will hear all of those first. And if you ve a written
statement, of course if you prefer to read the stat ent, fine. We
would like- to encourage people to submit the statement for the
record, particularly in a small hearing such as this, and instead
just paraphrase or speak without reading. However -that is entirely
up to you. .

May I also suggest that it would be well, for the record as'well as4
for our edification, that if you want to elaborate upon the need for
additional vehicles, that is fine, but really that is not the essence of
why are here. It is fine to document the need and givel maybe-

-=--one or two examples. But I hope you won't spend a great, deal of
time telling us of the need. I think we all ppetty much know what
the need

What we need to know is what is the problem in trying totneet
the need. What regulation or what law is inhibiting your ability, if
there he such? And what are your suggestionS as to-how that might
be changed. Should you be leasing vehicles maybe rather than
buying them? Then you will have a more even distribution of the
vehicle acquisition cost over the years. Or should you be allowedto
divert current moneys in any given fiscal year into some escrow
account and save it.

The vehicular way, excuse the pun, of how to go about obtaining,
the moneys to meet the transportation needs is what ve are pri-
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marily concerned about rather than furt er illustrations of what
the needs are. But again we leave that up to u.

Since Mr. Patterson is representing Head Start people,- particu-
larly nationwide, we will start with you, sir.

Mr. PATTERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .
Mr. ANDRAYS. Not withstanding the fact that you are from Mis-

souri. [General laughter.]
[Prepared testimony of Claude Patterson follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF CLAUDE PATTERSON, HEAD START DIRECTOR, WEST
CENTRAL MISSOURI RURAL DEVELOPMENT CORP., APPLETON CITY, MO

Mr Chairman, and distinguished members of the committee: Thank you for
inviting me to testify' before you. I am Claude Patterson, HOW Start Director of
West Central Mtssopri Rural Development Corporation, a Community Action
Agent)/ serving a nine-county area pf West Central Missouri with headquarters in
Appleton City, Missouri. I am also here as the Chairman of the Policies and
Regulations Committee of the Natiolal Head Start Association.

Mr. Chairman, there are no earmarked dollars for the purchase of Head Start
vehrcles nor the establishment of transportation systems in Head Start. Head Start
programs have had to rely primarily on either "one-time funding supplements" or
the development of "carry-over funds" in order to find money with which to buy
transportation vehicles. Even when transportation vehicles have been purchased in
this manner it is only a matter of time until the vehicles are used up and there are
no funds for replacing them. With inflation eating away at budgets across the last
several years, one-time supplemental funds and carry -over funds are almost a thing
of thet-past; .

What we in Head Start are saying is that there is no realistic way in which we
can lay aside money for the replacement of Head Start vehicles. As program
administrators, when we purchase a new vehicle, we kreathe a short sigh of relief
and then begin to wonder how we can begin to replace this one when it wears out I
have checked with program operators in several states concerning the age of their
vehicles, the mileage on those vehicles, and the problems associated with replace-
ment. My findings are not at all unlike the situation in our own agency.

The multi-county agency with which I work serves some 6,200 square miles with a
population of 135,000.,This geographic area is larger than three states: Connecticut,
Rhode Island, and Delaware. And, in fact, is more than twice the size of Delaware
and Rhode Island combined, while the population is less than one-tenth their
popul ation. -

We are operating some fourteen transportation vehicles. The age range of these
vehicles is from three years to twelve years of age, With an average age of 8.7 years.
The mileage range is from 26,00Q to 117,000, with an average of over 89,000 miles. A
look at our per vehicle maintenance costs indicates a 7475 percent increase in
maintenance costs after the first 50,000 miles on our vehicles. Whether we look at
depreciation as a per mile depreciation allowance or' a depreciation based on a Time-
(elated life expectancy, it is of little significance unless we havp either an enabling

regulation or enabling legisjation to establish a realistic depreciation schedule. Our
friends in the Office of Management and Budget *would indicate that there is
already in existence provisions for: (1) A depreciation allowance for buildings and
equipment at the rate of 6.7 percent per year, and (2) A use allowance for operation
and maintenance costs.'

Mr. Chairman, a fifteen year depreciation schedule for a Head Start vehicle is not
realistic. And the ability to collect a "use-allowance" in the amount of operation and
maintenance costs does not addrep the real practical probletn of vehicle replace-
ment. The local issues are: (1) What is a realistic depreciation allowance? We
suggest not less than three13) nor more than five (5) years; and (2) Can the lova)
programs develop a carry overbalance in a special depreciation account (escrow
account) for vehicle replacement? i

Additional practical.considerations would suggest a stipulation is needed to insure
that such depreciation dollars be used for the gurpose of vehicle replacement. Also
suggested is a needed requirement that interest earned do such an escrow account
be applied to new vehicle acquisition. t

A couple of the programs with which I have checked have attempted to establish
a method of building a replacement costs fund. But in each case the agep.cy is
unsure regarding the legitimacy 9f these efforts.

Mr. Chairman, what I am trying to say is that action is needed that would
provide that depreciation funds may be set aside as a legitimate escrow account for

,1
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the purpose of vehicle replacement. This action should include safeguards, sdch as
reasonable time limits (three to five years) on use of escrow funds, provisions for
designating successor agencies if needed, and permission to use interest accrued on
the escrow account providing the interest is applied to new vehicle acquisition as an
offset to inflation.

As to how to cause such action to occur, f' will, of ,course, leave that judgement tor
you. I would, however, suggest that if OMB could have taken this action, then it
should have doile so If OMB could not or would not take such action, then Congress
needs to take the necessary steps to insure that this issue is realistically addreqsed

Mr. Chairman, I thank you very mud).

STATEMENT OF CLAUDE PATTERSON, C IRMAN, POLICY AND
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE, NATION 'HEAD START ASSOC&
aTION, APPLETON CITY, MO.
Mr. PATrERsoN. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure and I appreciate

your inviting me to be here. I am Claude Patterson. I do operate.',a
Head Start program in west central Missouri with the West Cen-
tral Missouri Redevelopment Corp., which is a nine-county Commu-
nity Action Agency. The headquarters are in Appleton City, Mo. As
you indicated I am also here as chairman of the policies and
regulation committee of the National. Head Start Association.

I think that one of the problems that we are facing concerning
this issue, the issue of this hearing, is that we have no earmarked
dollars in Head Start for transportation. There is really no ear-
marked way in which a transportation system can be established
or is to be established in Head Start. 4, ,

Head Start programs have had to rely in the past on special one-
time fundi or on carryover funds for the purchging of vehicles.
Even when vehicles are purchased in this (manner, it is only a
matter of time until those vehicles are used up and there are no
funds for replacing them. So with inflation eating away as it is, it
is only a matter of time, in fact that time is past I believe when we
can say that carryover fund and one-time funding supplements for
vehicles are almost a thing of the past.

I guess what I am really saying is that there is absolutely no
realistic way in which we can lay aside money for the replacement
of Weed Start vehicles. By realistic We meanin terms of amounts
and also in a way that could carry over from one year to the next.

I have checked with a number of programs throughout the coun-
try and Lam finding that their problems are not at all unlike our ;.
own. For examplle we, I\ would use more specifically, we operate
some 14 vehicles throughout the nine counties. We have a mileage -

range on those vehicles from 28',004kniiles to 117,000 miles. There is
an age range of 3 years up to 12 years of age, and the average age
of our vehicles is 8.7 years.

Mr. Chairman, part of the problem here is safety. One of our
vehicles was involved in an accident that took two lives a few years
ago. There is no good thing that can come .out of that. The only
thing that we can say is that it wasn't our fault, that our vehicle

involved and safety is a real issue..
What I am saying is that we need to be able to look at a way

that more rapidly will allow us to replace vehicles. r we are
looking at depreciation'as a per mile cost alone r we are looking
at depreciation as a time related life expectan is of little signifi-
cance unless we have either enabling legislati or enabling regu-

' lation to establish a realistic depreciation ached le.
.01111re
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It is my understanding that regulations exist now to allow for
buildings and equipment to be depreciated about 6 7 percent per -
year. We are talking about a 15-year depreciation schedule for
vehicles, which is not realistic.

We are talking of a use, allowance for operation and mainte-
nance. gut depreciation hardly -fits operation and mlainttnance
because of one limiting factor at least, maybe among others. But
fhe one is that we are limited in how we can carry that money
over from one year to another. If it is a matter of an operating
budget, we need_to LISQ it within that° prom year.

What we are saying is we need to have some way of carrying this
'over from one year to the next, such as an escrow account In other
words the question is. can local programs develop at, carryover
balance in a special depreciation account for vehicle replacement.

A second side of that then is the realistic depreciation allowance'
We are suggesting not less than 3 nor more than 5 years.

I realize that practically there will need to be some stipulation as
to the use,ce those funds and the use of the interest which will
accrue on those funds and that it be earmarked.

In, summary, what I am saying is that action is needed that
would provide that depreciation of funds be set aside as a legiti-
mate escrow account for the purpose of vehicle replacement.

If I might add, one other thing. A couple of the programs with
which I have checked have attempted to establish a method of
building replacement cost funds. Bu n each case the agency is
quite unsure regarding the legitima .f those efforts. If they are
legitimate those programs need to kn w ,that they are legitimate.
And if they are not legitimate, could we of make them pgitimate.

I don't want to be mean. But if 0 d have taken this
action, then I think it should have done so. If it saw it as a
problem, it should have done so. If OMB cannot or if it Would not,
then I suggest that Congress needs to take appropriate steps to
assure that this issue is addressed realistically. I don't want to be
mean'with that, bqt we need this addressed.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
se, Mr. ANDREWS. Very good. Thank you, Mr. Patterson. I see you

are getting right to the heart of the matter.
Mr. Petri has joined us. We welcome you here, sir.
As I am sure you know, we are discussing the problem of adquir-

ing and reacquiring, vehicles and we are using Head Start as an
example. But the problem is in many of the prdgram areas, several
of which are within the oversight jurisdiction of this subcommittee,
the community service agencies, the Older Americans Act and
nutritional Programs for the elderly as well as others that are not
within the jurisdiction of this particular subcoinmittee.

The problem apparently relates to OMB regulations. As I believe
we will find out from Mr. Tudor, this problem applies not. just to
one particular site but rather to all programs within a region. And
when you multiply that by the number of regional offices, I guess it
becomes a national problem.

As example, if it is conternplatedthat a figure of $1 million is to
be available nationwide for one Of these programs, OMB's policy is
to determine by audit and verify by audit at the end of a fiscal
year if there is say $100,000 remaining unspent, then next year

0
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that program would receive rather than $1 million, $900,000. The
theory, is that here is your million, you already have $100,000 so
here is another $900,000 and that totals $1 million for this year.

The problem with that is that it doesn't account for the fact that
in certain yars, certain programs do not need money to acquire
vehicles. They may have, as Mr. Patterson's nine-county area in.
Missouri has, 14 vehicles. So there may be a given year during
which he does note need another vehicle. But all of a sudden he
reaches a point that depreciation and safety or other factors are
such that he may need four, five, six, whatever replacement vehi-
cles and he does not have enough money in that year's budget to be
able to afford it. He might be able to afford it if they would let him
accumulate his savings over a period pf years. But that is not now,
as we understand it, permitted by OMB regulations.

That is essentially what we are dealing with. Do we need to try
to persuade OMB to alter the regtilations? In the absence of_ that
do we need legislation? That is the kind of problem. And I hope
someone will address this: why not lease the vehicles and then you
don't have acquisition costs in I year. The typical lease, I guess,
from a typicAlessor is such that you can have equal payments for
a period of 36 or 48 months, or whatever, so that. it can work into
budget years as a constant figure rather than needing unusual
amounts of money in a given year and not needing any money in
subsequent years for a period of time. Then along comes a year in
which you need either the acquisition cost or the trade-in cost.

If we are starting with the programs, I believe we will switch to
Gloria and then we will _move on up to the regional considerations
of particular program problems and needs. Gloria has been intro-
duced. She is a North Carolinian who has worked with Head Start
for a number of years and now is chairman of the%statewide com-
mittee there.

Gloria, we welcome you here. Tell us your comprehension of this
problem and how it relates to the programs with which you are
familiar.

[Prepared testimony submitted by Gloria Williams follows:]
PREPARED TESTIMONY SUBMITTED BY GLORIA M WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT, NORTH

CAROLINA COMMUNITY ACTION ASSOCIATION

Mr Chairman. and Members of the House Education and Labor Subcommittee on
Human Resources, I am honored to have the privilege to provide to you testimony
relative to the need of an effective Head Start transportation policy Thank you for
this opportunity.

It has been acknowledged and recognized that transportation services are vital to
the delivery of social services. I would like to focus my testimony on the need for
adequate and safe vehicles for Read Start programs across the Nation, both rural
and urban and the problems service providers face in their attempt to utilize
Federal transportation resources efficiently, with specific emphasis on possible op-,

4 bons for changes in auditing procedure to allow for an increased depreciation
allowance on vehicles used for transporting children to and from Head Start pro-. gram services

Speaking from the-grass-roots perspcktive 8t actually being involved with the 4ay
to day operations of a Head Start program, one of the major problems realized is
the financial inability to provide on a continuous basis safe and sound vehicles to
transport Head Start children A great number of vehicles used by Head Start
programs are old or outdated requiring excessive maintenance repair and upkeep
cost. Vehicles -used in rural programs experience even greater wear-and-tear and
operational cost.

Realizing that management has a definite responsibility in assuring the safety of
children that it is responsible for transporting, I am strongly endorsing and recom-

.
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mendicg that an effective administrative depreciation policy.or procedure be insti-
tuted which could allow a Head Start program to purchase or replace vehicles in

ti order to ease operational expense problems In pursuing such a course, the follOwing
areas must be addressed in dealing with the problem. (I). Depreciation of vehicles as
an allowable operation expense, (2) establish the depreciation rate at a reasonable
level; and (3) apply the rate consistently among program and agencies.

I refer to the establishment of escrow funds for a three to four year period, once a
Head Start program has purchased -a new van from available funding ,resources
The escrowed fund allowance would'be based on mileage or annual depreciation at
the end of the three to four year period, the grantee would have enough money to
purchase a new vehicle. Thiswould eliminate the continuous needs to request
special Federal or State funds for vehicle replacement. In. addition the outdated van
could be serficed and used for emergency back-up purposes.

In conclusion and summary I hay attempted to make the following recommenda-
tions to the subcommittee (I) Administrative procedure that would permit funds to
be set aside as a legitimate escrow for-the pulpose of Vehicle replacement (3-4 year)
period, and a provision to-permit interest accrued in escrowed funds to be applied to
acquisition of vehicle as an offset to rising cost and inflation, (2) provision for
agency to retain fully depreciated vehicles which are in good order as back-up
vehicles. Such vehicles should not be used to expand service, and (3) such a proce-
dure should be applicable to all agencies and take procedure over conflicting State
laws and/or administrative practices.

I sincerely hope that this ,testimony has pro,iided positive input and I will be
happy to attempt to answer questions.

STATEMENT OF GLORIA M. WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT, NORI'
CAROLINA COMMUNITY ACTION ASSOCIATION, PITTSBORO, N.C.

Ms. WILLIAMS. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am happy
to bd here and to meet also with the other members of the subcom-
mittee.

I would simply like to speak froin a grassroots perspective in
support of what has already been said. I have primarily been
affiliated with the day-to-day operations of a Head Start program
and can attest to the problems that are there' as it relates to most
agencies' inability as it relates to finances to be able to suppOrt and
buy and replace Head Start vehicles.

So my main reason for being here is to support, strongly support
an administrative policy of 'procedure or regulation that would in
fact permit Head Start programs to purchase vehicles through a
degreciation method. It could perhaps be an escrow account 0
wha tever that would run not over a 15-year period but direr a 3- or
4-year period. Also itAvould be hoped that such an account could be
permitted to accrue interest and that this interest would help
offset rising costs and inflation and would permit this agency a
program tueplace the vehicle.

This is what we stand in support of. I also am here representing
the Southeast Association of CAP Agencies. So that once a vehicle
is run down, a Head Start program does not haVo.-to 'look to the
State, to defense, to other transpbrtation areas to seek out funding
to get a vehicle on the road so that theyvan transport their
children safely' to and from the centers.

I support this effort nationwide in both urban and rural area,
and f would say that the problem- is twice as bad in a rural setting.

These are mainly the things that I want to say. I would like to
add one additional thing, and that is that I feel strongly that the
vehicle that is set asidb, if it can be repaired, that this vehicle
should be used for backup purposes, that this should also besconsid-
ered in committee in cases of emergencies and other similar break-
downs.

V
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Thank you, and I will be glad to answer questions. I hope that
what I have said will have some merit to some type of policy to
support this concept.

r. ANDREWS. Gloria, I assure you that it will. Thank you very
much for a fine statement.

If it suits you Mr. Petri, I thOught we would just listen to all four
witnesses somewhat as a panel. We may start asking questions
after the four have made a statement and then any one of the four
will be available to respond to our questioning. That makes sense
unless you have to leave befere that time.

Mr. PETRI. No; I will be here.
Mr. ANDREWS. All right, let's go on then with Mr. Master next, if

we may.
He says he has to leave at 11:30 a.m. I assume we wile be

finished by then with the opening statements.
Incidentally, do any of you wish to submit a written statement

for the record?lf you have not 'I hone you will. We are planning to
have this reard published and we want to present it to 0M4 along
with- our own -conclusions 'and recomthendations within thee-near
future. Your written statement, as well as your verbal statements,
will be used in support of whatever we ultimately recommend. So if
you have written statements, without, objection, please hand them
to either Gordon or to the stenographer and without objection they
will become a part of the record. '

Excuse me. Go ahead, Mr. Master. 9
[Prepared statement of Warren Master follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WARREN MASTER, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr, Chairman, I am Warren Master, Acting Assistant Secretary for Human
Development Services With me is Mr. Bryant Tudor, administrator of the HDS
Regional Office in Atlanta. I am pleased to be here today to give you a description
of our demonstration project on coordinated transportation services and to answer
any questions you might have.

There are about 300 urban public transit systems in the United States. In urban
areas public transportation has becomit vital. However, many are unable tq use
their services. The Department of Transportation has identified 71/2 million urban
residents, not including the homebound, with disabilities and sifebial services needs
which restrict their use of public transportation. In rural areas, where there is
much less public transportation available, the problem is even more acute.

In recent years, State and local agencies and the Federal Departments of Trans-
portation and Health and Human Services, all of which fund or administer special
transportation services, have begun to explore methods of working together to
coordinate the many and varying transportation services for those with special
needs The Office of Human Development Services Transportation initiative was
started in 1975 The demonstrations included the following variety of activities.

In rural Arkansas a clearinghouse was set up to track times when agencies were
not using their vehicles and the numbei; of empty seats when the vehicles were in
service.

Preventive maintenance and me/lir programs were started using public transit
garages Economies of bulk parts purchasing and tax-free fueling were instituted.

New 'organizations were created with vehicles pooled under one management
responsible to a joint agency policy board to relieve those agencies no longer
desiring to provide ttansportation.

Moneys needed to run these coordinated servicesto pay for fuel, repairs, wages
and other operating costscame from purchase of service agreements with and
among the local participating agencies. Progress became apparent in a single year.

The clearinghouse in Fayetteville, Arkansas arranged some 25,000 additional
trips.

In another demonstration in Howard Gounty, Maryland, transportation service
levels were increased by 54 percent.
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Equally striking is the experience in Jacksonville, Florida where services provided
using the vehicles of 9 agencies more than doubled passenger trips provided to some
25 health and human service programs.
£Quality of service also changed in the demonstrations. Vehicles were now profes-
sionally maintained, and when they did break down, back-up vehicles were dis-
patched rather than cancelling services and appointinents Driver training Olas
begun to ensure sensitivity to passengers special needs, prepare for a possible crisis,
and generally manage the dangers involved in transportation service Overall re-
sults show that the availability of technical assistance and administrative seed
moneys, provided through the demonstration programs, was more than matched by
an ability and drive to improve service management and significantly stretch avail-
able resources. The experience, also enabled us to identify the most common prob-
lems which create. barriers to successful Coordination These were voiced to varying
ways by nearly all human service, charitable and voluntary transportation provid-
ers

For example, insurance was both very difficult to obtain and expensi Special
services did not fit into conventional transportation insurance categor , and the
risk involved and cost of underwriting these unusual operations w generally \rre
unknown. At one site, insurance was 90 difficult to obtain' that the project was
forced to turn to Lloyds of London, a coqyany which insures one-of-a-kind risks at
very high premiums.

Accounting and recordkeeping problems created difficulties at several sites, espe-
cially those transporting medicaid and social service clients

At several urban-based projects, attempts to coordinate servic'e through public
transit systems resulted in a more expensive service and the independent agency
operations where reestablished

In brief, the projects demonstrated that coordination of special transportation
services can be done successfully. They also showed, however that assistance is
needed to break down barriers to coordination.

As a first step, work began with the insurance industry, White House domestic
policy staff and the National Governors Assocation to develop a human service
transportation insurance classification which reduced rate and opened up new
methods of low-cost liability insurance. With States adoptinrhe classifications, the
process to resolve this problem was underway even before the demonstration period
ended.

Follow-up work on the accounting issues has resulted in simplier and more
uniform methods for cost-sharing, accounting, reportin nd auditing as demonstrat-
ed by a consortium of six States- (Michigan, Ark.., Mass., N.C., S.C., and Iowa)
assisted by the Office of Management and Budget and Federal regional councils

To improve Federal agency coordination, the secretary of HHS formally recog-
nized Ie Office of Human Development Services fiS the department's lead agency
for all'transportation issues and called for an expanded work program with other
Federal agencies. HDS has since completed agreements to increase funding availa-
ble to coordinate rural transportation services, and has begun a limited but concert-
ed technical assistance effort directed at States and localities.

These efforts represent important steps in meeting the acute needs of human
service transportation. Mr Chairman, at this time I will be happy to respond to any
questions you or the panel may have. ot'

STATEMENT OF WARREN MASTER, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR HUMAN DEVEOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY
BRYANT TUDOR, REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR, REGION IV, AT-
LANTA, GA.
Mr. MASTER. Mr. Chairmanwe have prepared testimony and we

can submit that for the record. I discussed that with Gordon a day
or so ago. I think' I can very briefly summarize our comments for
the agency in less tan a minute.

The testimony dificusses transportation issues generally and the
kinds of applications in human services programs that we have
been involved in for the last 5 years.

You fre addressing a much more specific issue today and rather
than go into all of those larger program policy issues, I will just
come to' this .point. I don't think Mr. Tudor or I 'would disagree

L4
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with any of the observations made. 'These are practical operational
problems. They are faced by 'grantees not only in Head Start but in
other htiman services programs across the country.

In talking with'program officials in our agency, we have tried to
identify how we have dealt with this problem in the past, as Mr.
Patterson mentioned earlier one way has been to deal with it at
the end of the year through carryover balancing. That obviously
isn't terribly assuring for the grantees becaqse they can't run their
operation in a business-like fashion. They can't count on this
money from one year to the next, and we recognize that pivblem.

When there are fis large number of vehicles, usually not all of the
vehicles fall apart `at once. So another way the problem is dealt
with is to stagger the replacement costs over a period of years. This

. doesn't alleviate the problem completely but it does help; I gather.
And that, is pro14Iy why this has not been raised as a major

- problem previously, or at' least we haven't had that kind' of
groundswell sppport for it. There have been ways of dealing with
it. .

The problem you, mentioned 'earlier is that of another. competing
value. As I understand it in colloquial terms, though I am not an
economist, the Government's money can gather interest. The ques-
t ion raised by MB, by the executive branch generally, would be
why do we want that money sitting out in banks 'accruing interest
for the grantees, while we, .,the Federal Government, have to
borrow money. We have, heard a lot of this argument in the last
couple of weeks. .

So those are the two competing values as I see it and as we are
trying to deal with the problem. Bqt we will be glad to answer any
other more specific questions.

Mr.'ArmnEws. Very good. Thank you, Mr. Master.
And then next is Mi. Bryant Tudor, Region IV Director. Bryant,

we are pleased to have you here.
Mr. TUDOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Bryant and I discussed this in Atlanta in his 'office

back about the first of 'the year. That is really I guess what
'prompted the hearing, although We had heard this complaint
before. I guess you zeroed in on it more specifically than anyone I
had talked with up until that time. So we are especially pleased
that you can come here now and repeat that story, if you will.

Mr. TUDOR. To be very brief, you have heard the crux of the
problem. I got. involved because in Region IV the title XX pro-
grams, the aging programs, all are buying vehicles. It is becoming
more difficult now for them to accrue funds to replace these vehi-
cles and it has just geometrically progressed to the point that I am
afraid at sonie, time we will be, confronted with ha ing to come up
with several millions o dollars across program lin just to replace

, worn out vehicles.
You have heard the tes imony which I think indicates the prob-

lem. In my efforts to respond to grantee requests, we could not find
an easy way to get around the regulations to permit a replacement
fund for vehicles. We are attempting to offer slime suggestions, and
they have not been satisfactory at this time.

With that I would, be willing to respond to specific questions
dealing with escrow accounts. I think as Warren indicated the

15
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problem is allowing the fluids to accrue. There are regulations
prohibiting this. f am not sure what the answer is myself. r

Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let me ask any of you if you could help, me with

this, if you will. It seems that with the four of you and others with
whom I discussed it, no one seems to indicate any particular prob-
lem in acquiring the vehicles in the first instance. Instead, every-
body seems to address the problem of replacing that vehicle with
another vehicle. And yet the problem seems to relate to the fact
that you can't carry over funds.

Why is the problem` greater in replacing vehicles or paying the
money with which to pay the difference between the trade-in aRcl
the new one rather than with acqUiring the new one in the first
instance? .

Mr. MASTER. I can respond to that, at least from the agency
perspective. I gather that there is no increase in the funding. I

don't know what Mr. Patterson's furiding level is.
.Let's say a multicounty organization has a funding level of

$300,000 a year.- That will be static, just remain the same over a
period of years. In the first year of funding you take x amount of
dollars out of the $300,000' to purchase the vehicles at let's say
$12,000, $15,000 a clip. It costs you perhaps $1,500 a year to serve
one child. That is 10 children fewer that you would be serving that
year, presumably. s ,

Then the next year, years 2, 3, 4, or 5, whatever, ygu are serving
10 more youngsters. It is coming out of that same $300,000. Then
along comes the fifth or sixth year when you have to replace the
one vehicle. You still have only $300,000. What do you do? You
have to reduce the number of youpgsters, presumably, in your
program or make some other savings10 replace the vehicle.

The only recourse we have is to make available surplus funds or
carryover funds, in effect, to help those grantees. That is the way
we see it from the agency level. I don't know what it is like from
the grantee perspective.

Mr. ANDREWS. I think part of the problem unquestionablyand-
this is not aimed at any particular person or any particular admin-
istrationis that any Presidet, any Appropriations Committee
chairman or any Budget Comrhittee is trying to look as good as
they can and they want to be able to say they reduced costs during
a given year, or they at least held the line on costs.

Hence, if they permit the carryover, they make that year look
worse or next year look worse rather than 1 king to the 5-year or
6-year expense of the total and making it di *sible by five or six,
which is I think much more realistic. But politically it looks good
to use that carryover money as part of the appropriation for next
year and hence the appropriation for next year is obviously siAll-
er. That accumulates in terms oraccumulating a profit. Then that
fifth or sixth year down the road the problem hursts into a large'
sum of money. -

That is not a very good business procedure. I don't think private
businesses operate that way. But. anyway that is part of the prob-
lem.

.
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Let me put it-this way. How many, of these 'vehicles are leased
4rather than purchased? You don't seem to fefer to that. Are any of
them, 5 percent, 20 percent, none of them? 4

Mr. MASTER. There are very few. I guess Bryant has the largest
of the 10 regions'. .

Mr. TUDOR. I just happened to check with one program yesterday
in 'Kentucky. It is called Kentucky youth research. I think they
have got 65 ns and they have about 2 or 3 that are leased. It
beomes cost pr1phibitive to lease them.

Mr. ANDREWS. Why is that the case?
Mr. TUDOR. There is a regulation, Mr. Chairman, if you will bear

with me a moment, that deals with leasing. I will try to paraphrase
it. It says if a 3-year leasing cost is more than purchase price plus
the servicing cost, it is more economical to purchase the equip-

--Ment. Then you have to purchase the equipment arid you cannot
lease it.

Mr. ANDREWS. What regulation is that?
Mr. TUDOR. It is` 45 CFR chapter 10, section 1067.17-4, part 2,

subpart F.
Mr, ANDREWS. My gosh. [Laughter.]
Mr. TVDQR. This is one of the problems.
Mr. ANDREWS. What does it say again, how?
Mr. TUDOR. If the 3 -yea) leasing cost is more than purchase price

plus the servicing.cost, and they are talking abOut equipment, this
is not even referring difectly to vehicles, if it is more economical to
purchase the equipment, then you have to purchase it..You cannot
lease it.

I presume, at one of the agencies it is something like $300 per
month I think just to lease one van.

Mr. ANDREWS. I am not surprised. It depends in a large part over
what period of time you are leasing. If you could lease for 5 years,
it may very well not be that high. Most leases now I believe in the
private sector are more than 36 months. I happen to know that has
tended to lengthen as various things, 'costs are more, vehicular
costs keep goingt.We think 36 months probably was a usual lease
period, lease/pu type period, say 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 years ago.
But I dare say we can find out, I am sure. But I imagine at most
financial institutiond which acquire leased vehicles for lessees I
believe the, average term of the lease would now considerably
exceed 3 years. I believe it would be more like 4 or 5 years.

What do any of you think of the rationale of leasing, assuming
regulations permitted leasing in a manner more commensurate
with the marketplace of today? I realize lease costs are consider-
able, and I know or at least I believe that most of the lease
arrangements involve costs somewhat in excess of normal interest
rates, but I believe not especially high, somewhat higher but very
little more than just the interest is about what it amounts to.

In other words a lease/purchase arrangement is almost synony-
mous with simply what we call financing the vehicle in the first
place; in other words borrowing the money to buy it with and
paying the money back in installment payments plus an agreed
upon or more or less market rate of interest. It is about the same
difference.

79-866 0-81,--3
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Would that be a feasible response to the problem if that were
permitted?

Mr. PATTERSON. There are a couple of things: one, the whole idea
of crossing program year lines, the idea of having a multiyear lease
when we are funded on a year-to-year basis. In other words, can we
make that kind of long term commitment.

Mr. ANDREWS. Apparently you can if it is done within the 3
years.,. Now it seems to have to do with not the philosophy of can
you lease, but can you obligate the program beyond the current
year. Apparently you cah if a least can be arranged.

Mr. PAVrERSON. Somebody is going to be making money some-
where along the line in the leasing divisions. I am wondering if it
is going to be the most cost effective approach?

Mr. AAREWS. It isn't going to be the most cost effective for you
obviously. What any of us would rather do would be to receive an

\amount of money each year and be able to deposit that and earn
the interest from it and hence increase our budget rather than do
the opposite, rather than buy the vehicle in an arrangenient
whereby we have to diminish pur future allotments of money by
paying ifritefest.

But is tilat the only reason? Or aren't we just talking about the
reason now being not to overcome this problem that we can't
accrue money but are rather we back to talking about having more
available poney for programs?

Mr. PArrgasoN. The available money for pr gra s is not the
issue that I would want to address but rather ability to use
money for vehicles over year after year.

Mr. ANDREWS. But you could do that through the lease arrange-
ment.

Mr. PATTERSON. Thetis one way.
If I might address one point that Mr. Master brought out, the

two values with regard to interest. The whole idea of the Federal
Government preferring to not have to borrow that additional
money and then turn it over to programs, they pay interest, the
Government pays interest, the local programs collect interest to
use for aiding in the.huying of vehicles, I have norproblem with the
concept of that morfey being laid up to our account with the
funding agency.

In other words if we are going to be able to build a line item for
depreciation in the budget, that line item to be held in escrow by
the Federal Government, that would be fine with meo After 3 years

tljitirount would be funded us.for the actual use of purchase of
es.

It isn't that it has to -be in our local banks. 'It isn't that that
transfer of funds has to actually come to our local agency but to
our,account and that it can accrue to our account over a period of 3
to 5 years as opposed to losing it at the end of the first year. So
this would allow the Federal Government to collect the interest
and hold it in our account.

Mr. MASTER. It occurs to me as I am listening to this discussion
that there are pros and cons to each option. Whichever one you
take there is something on the debit side.

One that occurs to me on the leasing beyosil what you just
4/mentioned is that in many of the vehicles we do need special
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equipment to serve the handicapped. In the Head Start program
there is a 10-percent requirement. Nationwide, I think we are at 12
percent. In North Carolina, I would assume that you are probably
over the 10 percent also. So that adds a new twist if you are
leasing. If you have your own fleet of 14 vehicles, I guess you
usually do something for all of em.

Many of these vehicles oss the country serve more than just
one target population including the handicapped and the elderly. It
makes it a'little bit more problematic.

Mr. DREWS. Mk. Petri, since you have to leave at 11:30 a.m. I
believe ?will defer ta.you at this time for your questions. I don't
have to leave until-noon. So you go ahead.

Mr. Prni. I have a couple, Ike.
What kind of vehicles are you talking about? Are these small

buses or cars and small buses?
Mr. MASTER. Mainly vans, I would say nationwide. Some small

buses, it varies.
By the way, one other kind of working arrangement in ?Addition

to owning your own vehicles, or leasing_vehicles, is to have a third
party that you can purchase the service from. I don't know if that
is the case in North Carolina or Missouri specifically. But that is a
growing mode of operation.

In Howard County, here, for example, near Columbia, a private
nonprofit group was 'formed to provide that service so the Head
Start program, development disabilities program, aging programs
would purchase service from them. They don't have this kind of
logistic problem then because they have obligated their money.
They have spent their money every year. So they don't have to
purchase the vehicles. They are just purchasing the service from
another provider.

Mr. PETRI. And that provider purchases the vehicle?
Mr. MASTER. Right, and he normally builds in a replacement cost

to the purchase of service fee:-
Mr. PETRI. Could you combine the things, Mr. Andrews is talking

aboutleasing and all, by trying to go to central purchasing by the
Government? I would suspect you could get a better deal. Most
companies, great big, ones, have fleet purchase deals they get direct
from the factory. They don't buy it from the local auto Maler. They
get prices remarkably lower than you and I have to pay in the
store. And that would be even more true, especially, with vans and
things. . .

If you bought in volume the company could put these things in
at the factory. and' not have to do it in one little town or another if
some modification was required. It would involve very little cost,
and then justhave the Government charge so much a month or
year to each agency for that vehicle, and have it owned by the
central purchasing agency. We would have another control mecha-

. nism too to see if somebody Were overpurchasing or underpurchas-
, ing and why, because they could get statistics from different oper-

ations all around the country thway.
Would there be any merit in that? Or do the advantages of han-

dling the purchase on a local basis overweigh the advantages of
doing it on a more central basks?
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Mr. MASTER. I think you laid, out the battle of the pros and cons,
because the more you centralize the more you take away the
flexibility of the local operation.

PETRI. There is no reason an aency couldn't have 30 ve-
in a catalog and then update what was in the catalog accord-

ing to, request. 'Companies do it all the time. For the Federal
Government that would be a little hard, but there is no reason it
couldn't be done, if we are going to make suggestions to OMB as to
how they ought to be organizing their business.

I don't know how 'the military does it. I know how the Postal
Service and others that purchase large amounts of vehicles handle
it. The Postal Service doesn't let each postmaster buy vehicles. It
buys them from American Motors or others on 1-year or 5-year
contracts. I am sure they have various formulas or ways of allocat-
ing them or providing them to different post offices all around the
country.

Mr. MASTER. I don't know what kind of appeal that sort of
centralized system would have to the grantees.

Ms. WILLIAMS. It would be complicated simply because grantees
don't have the 'same funding year nor the same physical years. And
it all depends, on the number. If it was in a region, it might be
considered that it would be a matter of trying to correlate all those
grantees together to come up with those who might be in the game
funding cycle, et cetera, and to actually know what i§ available for
carryover, what is available for purchasing.

I think the concept is good. But it is the pr9blem that we have as
grantees and how they are funded sind when we are funded.

Mr. PETRI. If you in effect were leasigig and an agency were
pprchasing, you would be able to do it on a month-to-month basis
or 6-month basis or 1-year basis. Then it wouldn't make any differ-
ence when it started, I don't think.

Mr. MASTER. One thing that occurs to me is the kind of policy
option that you would want to take a look at in terms of the
demonstration program where we have discretionary authority. It
might be interesting to have some analysts flush out a possible
demonstration effort in a number of States where, instead of cen-
tralizing along the Federal line, you could, where there was an
interest In a State, say North Carolina or Wisco nsin, put together
as a part of a demonstration prograrp, a state*ide consortium of
the grantees so that they don't lose cdiritrol. They would still have
some flexibility.

There are a number of demonstration r dels we could look at to
test this idea.

Mr. PETRI. Or maybe the grantees would want to think about
using Hertz or some other people who have experience in manag-
ing purchase and rental of vehicles on some sort of an experimen-
tal basis to see if they would be interested in proiding that service
to these agencies a if they could do it ,at a cheaper cost and
better than it is cu ently being done.

Mr. MASTER. I n think of one State that would have an unfair
advantage. That i Michigan. They might have more options availa-
ble. "t"..

Mr. PETRI. It is different, but the same type of problem, that
even universities have in providing meal services or something. For
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example some of them do it themselves. They sometimes go to
Centralized caterrs that do it on a national basis and sometimes I
suppose on a.regional basis. Food is different than vehicles but it is
still purchasing something that iyou need to get your job done.

Well, those are really all I havek/
Mr. DEAN,.Mr.'Coleman has been very interested in coordinated

transportation systems. So on the basis of a hearing we held in
November, I. came up 'with a couple of questions for you, Mr.
Patterson. .

Do you find that the useful life of a vehicle varies greatly on
whether it is used in a rural or an urban setting? Is there a
difference?

Mr. PATTERSON. I certainly dt. In two of our small towns, in fact
we have no town over 10,000 within our nine-county area in popu-
lation. We have two of our towns where we do not leave the city
limits to fill the Head Start centers. We have in the other counties
rural routes, and the rural routes will shake the daylights out of a
bus. It will shake the life out of one literally. They do seem to have
more suspension problems, more drive train problems in the rural
areas. So we'do have a difference in-life expectancy.

Mr. DEAN. In terms of dePreciationdshould it be based on the age
of the vehicle or on the mileage. From what you are saying it
seems as though there should be a rural versus urban differenti-
ation.

Mr. PATTERSON. It seems to me that that would be more realistic.
I do know that within the last week when we found out ,about this
testimony, we did a little research on the type of maintenapce costs
that we have had. We found that it was not based on toWh versus
country, but it was based on miles. We saw 74.5 percent increase in
costs of maintenance after...the 50,000 miles.

Mr. DEAN. In terms of those maintenance costs that yotrencourh.
ter, are the breakdowns that occur on the older vehicles, safety-
related breakdowns or things like they won't star the morning?

Mr. PATrERSON. We have had both. We have had the kinds where
you have to,replace a motor. But that is not a safety issue. If you
go down the road and you lose a motor, you pull over to the side of
the road in order to protect the children until you get alternative
transportation to get them home.

But the safety issues involving suspension systems:shock absorb-
ers can be replaced as a service item, h,ut if you lose a spindle bolt
you have yourself a real problem because then you lose control of
the front end. We haN;e been able to catch some of those just as
they seem to be going out.

Mr. DEAN. Have you had Any injuries in transportation?
Mr. PATTERSON. Not is a direct result of this. We have indicated

the accident that we had, but not as a direct result of the vehicle
ondition. We have not.

N. Anybody on the panel can answer this one. Is. there a
big differen the gasoline mileage on the newer vehicles as
compared' to th elder vehicles that would he an argument for
replacing this equi ,ment now, like comparing say a 51year-old vehi-
cle with a'1981 m -1? Do yout find there is a big difference or are
they about the same. I know they are about the same'siie.
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Mr. PATTERSON, The last new vehicle that we bought IAfslieve
Was in 1974. '4 , t.

Mr. DEAN. Is that right?
, Mr. PATTERSON. Yes. We have a 1977 and a; 1978, both of which
we bought used because of limited funds again. We had to stay
within the budget. But both of those Were bought used within the
last 3 months. So we don't have any basis of comparing with 1981.4

. wish I knew, someone who did. -a

Mr. DEAN. Can anybody else comment'on that in terms of effi-
ciency? I realize we should have EPA up here to testify.

Ms. WILLIAMS. I can only comment to the operational costs. And
oi. course there is a significant difference. We haven't purchased a
vehicle since 1979 so I can't make any relevant remarks on that.

Mr. MASTER. I don't know if this is in part related' to your earlier
question to Mr. Patterson on to Urban versus `rural.

As I understand it we don t have any acid test for approving
requests, for new vehicles. It is basically the, agency's word oh
whether the vehicle is worn out and if funds are available. So I
don't know that we need a special threshold that you pass. We
don't have one right now. ,

Mr. DEAN. I see. This will be my final question!
In a typical Head Start project, what hours of the day is the

0 vehicle in use? Is it just in the a.m.? ,
.,

,
Mr. PATTERSON. The standard model, and we are given five dif-

ferent options with which we can operate a Head Start program at
the local level. The standard option...would be half day,-usually -
like 8:30 to '12:30 or 1, a half day 5 days. a week. Then that would
deaf with t he classroom setting.- = , -,

But 'Head Start is a multidisciplinary prografn which provides
4 comprehensive health services, parent involvement, community in-

volvement type activities. And so these buses may .be used from
7:30 or 8 in the morning until maybe 1at30, 11 at night. But the -
classroom itself would be, for the standard model, 5 days a week a
half day. .

Mr. DEAN. On this regulation concerning a 3-year lease compared
to a purchase price, who makes the determination on the compari- -
son in costs? Is that a nabSonal policy r is there shopping around?
It would seem .to me that somebody y want to come in with a
discount that would meet this regulatio , Is that determined annu-

f ally? And who makes thA determinatio ? ,

Mr. TUDOR. The local agency usuall explores that possibility if
they need to replace a vehicle. Each antee will look at all their
options and they do it individually. ..

Mr. DEAN. On that one in Kentuck where theySthave 65 vans
and 3 were leased, I Eissume that the tree leases met this regula- .
tion?

Mr. TUDOR. They must have.
Mr. MASTER. I think that is essentially going back to what Mr.

Petri was getting at earlier. The advantage to keeping the control
at the grantee level is that they will shop around Because's-they
have a fixed budget. That is the incentive to make the best deal
you can. ,. I

Mr. DEAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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,VMr. ANDREWS.4 will switch to Mr. Williams, but before that,
back to the lease.

To find a way it seems to me around that, let's say you are
leasing a vehicle, the purchase price for which is on the trade-in.
The difference is let's just say $10,000. Apparently from what you
read, the permitting of that to be done over a 3-year period, if that
is less than the original cost and so forth, whether it is or not

. would depend on the fayout at the end of the lease.
In other words you can lease a vehicle under an arrangement

whereby t1-1-full $10,000 is paid within the 3 years and at the end
of the 3 years there is a zero balance and the option is yours. 'That
obviously would necessitate relatively'high monthly payments.

You could, on the other hand, if the cost is $10,000, you can pay
it over a 3-year period with a residual balance of say $5,000 and
that would cause your monthly payments to probably fit the. regu-
lation you read because the 3-year total amount paid would be far
less than the original $10,000, even' though the interest is added.

I just wonder,. there doesn't seem to have been much considera-
tion given to leasing as a way of getting around the OMB's prohibi-

, tion against the carryover money, and it seems to me that is the
mog obvious one to at least be considered.

Mr. MASTER. I am pretty sure that the .private nonprofit group
that I referred to in Howard'County, Md. in which the Head Start
program, the aging program, the developmental diSabilities pro-
grams participate and purchase the service from this private non-
profit group, that the group- both .purchase and lease vehicles. I
don't know that we have done in our agency an analysis of some
kind of cost comparison study of purchasing/lease arrangements.

Mr. ANDREWS. I can tell you that without you _doing that study.
It is going to cost you more obviously to lease the vehicle and pay
interest on it than it is for Uncle Sam to give you the amount of
money you need to give you leave to buy the vehicle. Obviously
that is cheaper. And obviously that is what you would prefer.

What I amr trying to do is get around to something' that we can
accompliah. I don't think we are going to be able to accomplish
that exactly. The only way you could do that is maybe with the
original purchase you might put in your grant application: We
need as startup various things including x numbers of vehicles. On
a grant basis to establish the program ybu might get that money
simply as vehicle money.

But apparently that is not really the basis, of the problem. The
problem is this amortizing over a period of years the cost of ex-
changing that vehicle as a trade-in or keep it for a back-up, by one
means or anther get another vehicle. And how to get that amor-
tized into annual budgets seems to be the problem.

So yes, it would be cheaper. You need not do the Addy. Obvious-
ly it would be cheaper on you, maybe not on the. government at
large, but. on the program it would be cheaper just to receive the
money from somewhere with which to purchase the vehicle. Other-
wise with any of these other arrangements you are going to be
paying interest and certain carrying charges and so forth which
leaves you less money._If your total remains constant you have less
money left over after vehicle, or transportation costs for other
purposes. I undenhand that.
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OMB, you see, argues: Yes,' that is true, we want to therefore
reverse that and keep our this-year's cost less by not permitting
you to accumulate these funds, if you have thein at the end of the
year we will subtract that from your appropriation of next year
and that makes total appropriations smaller from up here.

I think the two sides of that coin are what is constituting the
problem.

I don't, know what the best answer is. I do sense that the possibil.
ity of leasing so as to ge ur cost amortized in a constant way
from year to year and not bothered-13Y losing ydur carryover
money, thus not being able tO.,accumulate one-term purchases
every several years, couldn't be alleviated by the lease arrange-
ment.

And perhaps again I am back now to where I was. Maybe that 3-
year business could be handled by having a residual rather than
trying to pay for the vehicle in 36 equal payments. Maybe you
could al, as many of us wlio lease do, a residual of 'something
other than zero, a balance left at the end of the 3 years with an
option to renew.

You can keep your monthly costs or your 36 months of payments
much less than the cost of the vehicle, so as to probably get around
that regulation with all the numbers-6d letters.

Mr. Williams has a peculiar problem about transportation, I
happn to know. He is from Montana. I don't know how rough the
roads are, as you were saying, Mr. Patterson, in some areas of
Missouri. But his problem among others is vast, vast di ces.
Their vehicles have to travel unusual numbers of miles to 4erve
area for a given program.

But ahYway, Mr. Williams, we will call on you o addr
statements or questions you might have to us or to e full panel.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairmaillk
You are correct about the wide open spaces out there. Traveling-

from corner to corner in Montana is to go from Chicago to Florida..
So our Head Start children, although they don't travel those dis-
tances, are carried in buses that have seen a feW miles.

Let me ask Mr. Tudor, is there a cost-sharing allowanCe for the
operations and maintenance of these vehicles between government
levels?

Mr, TUDOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Would you describe that to the committee? -
Mr. TUDOR. Where there is a coordinated system, such as a

community action agency, if we give money to Head Start, they
will buy a bus and the community action agency will usually
operate the vehicle. They will be transporting the elderly They
will be serving meals on wheels. So they can charge the Hea tart
budget that use allowance. Most of the coordinated systems th t do
exist use this allowance.

The problem with a use allowance is it is only about 2 percent I
think under OIVIB Circular 102. It will allow for you to maintain
your operating costs, driyprsegAnd your gas. The buses wear out
quicker. They are then cdnfronted with the problem of replacing
thatvehicle.

The useatllolvance usually has limitations that will not allow you
to charge enough money to accumulate a fund to replace the
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Vehicle at the time it isAworn out. It is allowed, but it usually just
covers operating costs.

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me say to Mr. Williams if I may, since he got
here a little late and I understand why. It was for a very good
reason. But the real problem we are here about this morning is not,
just the overall problem of transportation for the programs, though
that is obviously the umbrella of the conversation. But specifically
the problem is that of an OMB regulation._.

What is happening is say for a given program you have $1
million a year, just to use an illustration. And you have the. prob-
lem of how to find the money every 3 or 4 years to replace vehicles.
The problem specifically is this. If at the end of a year from that $1
million let's say you accumulate 5 percent or $50,00D which you
would like to carry over and add to it next year and the next year
so at the end of 5 years you will have $250,000.

But OMB takes the position that if you are to be funded at $1
million a year and you have say $50,000 left over, next year you

swill get $950,000 and they will say now you have your$1 million
because you already have $50,000 onhand, here is another $950,000
so you now have your $1

You never can accumulate Alp money for vehicular replacement
because they won't permit you, as you would in business, to say
this vehicle is going to last 4 years or whatever it is, so we will set
aside one-fourth per year of what it is going to cost us to trade,
then the fourth year we won't have any more vehicle requisition
money than we ,had the second or third or the fourth. We,don't
have to have a budget increase. We, have used a percentage of our
budget for each of the 4 years but they won't permit that.

They won't in effect take back the money you have accumOated
at the end of each year, hence you can't accumulate any money for
this occasional expenditure, which is very considerable.

That is the narrow part of the OMB regulation that we are
really here about this morning. Should we try to prevail upon the
OMB to permit the accumulation of reasonable amounts of money
for vehicle acquisition or reacquisition? If we can't do that, should
we attempt it by legislation itself? That is really the essence of it
rather than do the older vehicles use more gas than the new ones
and that 4iind of thing. ,t

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr.. Chairman, this accounting procedure used by
OMB is an example of the larger probleM. Let me interject here to
say that I made this point, you will recall, in somewhat similar
hearings that we had in the last Congress. The point being that the
Congress distributes money in such a way that we account for only
numbers of people. With regard to this specific -problem, that is the
wrong way to distribute money because it costs more to drive a bus
round trip 100 miles and pick up 6 students than it does to drive
it 6 miles and pick up 100 students.

Yet this Congress refuses in many instances, and I know that the
chairman represents a rural area, this Congress refuses in many
instances to recognize the high cost of space. And this example of
the accounting procedure that OMB refuses' to go to or the Con-
gress has neglected to legislate is yet another example of us refus-
ing to look at the high cost of space in an appropriate manner.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Only yesterday Mr. Lordan, if I have the name
correct, and Mr. Saunders,..if I am pronouncing it correctly, from
OMB -were kind enough to come to my office. The reason for that
was that Mr. Lordan could not be here today so he agreed to come
up and discuss this some with us yesterday.

_ I attempted to state your case, so to speak, as best I could to Mi.
Lordan and he did give some responses. He couldn't be here today
but his associate,;Mr. Saunders is here. I just wonderno one is

--meaning this as any chastisement of OMB at all, but on the other
hand there is _ari obvious difference of desire on the part of OMB
and the people .who, are here as witnesses. They are telling their
side of it. Would arou care to' make any explanations or corrections
or statements?

r. SAUNDERS. Mr. Chairman, I -really don't have any explana-
s other than of e prepared statement that we Rye you yester-

day. In that statement I think we said that there are basically only
two ways in which our policies allow grantees to acquire vehicles.
That is either throagh the Federal Government purchasing those
vehicles and giving.them to the grantee or having the grantee use
his own funds and then depreciate it.

With those two options our policies don't allow any other means
of doing thK.Other than what we talked about yesterday, the idha
of rental of equipment or purchasing the transportation serviCe,
those are the only two suggestions I think that we have at this
time.

Mr. ANDREWS. We do appreciate 'our presence. We Will be back
with you and others of your office in the near future, I presume, to
see if we can maybe obtain some more options that are, in the
opinion of the grantees, more feasible.

We did discuss yesterday that among other things a1 d we
haven't mentioned, that but very little if any today, I presume
there are some areas, primarily urban areas, where it might be
feasible to consider just contracting transportation for certain pro-
grams with a private provider who would furnish the buses or vans
or ears' as needed and would transpdrt in the case of Head Start
the children or the meals or the elderly person to the mealsites, et
cetera, on dome kind of a mileage or other basisi

Is that procedure, private contracting, utilizedt-td any appreciable
extent? Is it considered? Is it deemed to be feasible or not fepsible?

Mr. MASTER. Mr. Chairman, while you were out, in response to a
question by Mr. Petri I mentioned that there are a number of
projects across the country, one right in our back yard in Howard
County, Md., that is a form of purchasing a service.

Mr. ANDREWS. That is Mr. Snodgrass whom we discussed yester-
day, I think.

Mr. MASTER. But there are a number of these kinds of arrange-
ments where, as Bryant was mentioning earlier, a number of
human services providers can get together, such as with Head
Start programs and aging programs, especially in rural areas
where you don't want to send a van or a bus around with five Head
Start students and drive 100 miles when you can transport other
people as well. You add to the number of miles. You Add to the
selection of the options that you people have fOr participating in
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programs. It really improves the access to the human services
programs. .,

So this is being done. We are trying to promote a better aware,
ness of this across the country.

Mr. ANDREWS. It should not be this way but it seems like what
you really need to find is not necessarily the most economical way
to provide the transportation. That should be the objective, but
instead it seems that the objective becomes to provide a means of
transporting theft has a sort of a flat or constant cost in order to
guarantee safe transportation.

It seems to me you are sort of forced to consider that, though it
may be more expensive, rather than this acquisition of your own
vehicles, then trading them in at reasonable intervals, because that
means you concentrate the cost on every 3 or 4 or 5 years, whereas
with 0MB not permitting the accumulation of moneyfi it seems to
me y9u are sort of forced to consider, unless we can get that
changed, either leasing the vehicles or contracting with the private
provider. That is something that will give you equal monthly costs

4 so you don't accumulate funds, which in effect they are not taken
from you liut they are counted against you next year so in fact
they are.

. It just seems you haven't, except in certain isolated cases, sought
ways of getting that constant monthly or constant annual cost
which would be leasing or contracting, at least to any appreciable
extent, and get leasing with a large residual so as to get around the
3-year requirement.

I am just wondering if any of those things are more feasible than
to try to go the route we are now pursuing of either dynamiting
0MB out of its regulatory position or going the cumbersome,
lengthy, difficult way of trying to legislate some method which may
seem feasible today but may not be feasible 2 or 3 years from now.
I sort of hate toget it written in granite as to how it is to be done.

I just therefore would assume it to be desirable that more consid-
eration be given than apparently has thus far been given to meth-
ods of acquiring your vehicles or meeting your transportation
needs b means of which the cost is the same each year rather
than t 'fluctuation of buying a bunch of vehicles; then having no
urch money needs for x years, then all of a sudden having

e purchase or repurchase needs in some year.
r. Patterson?

RSON. I believe when we start talking about dollars
costs, e in Head Start get a little edgy and gu because

what we do translate that mto services and I kno t ou do.
But when we down to the grassroots and we see the ki and
when we see the services and we know that there are ce
services that we are not able to provide because of limited funds,
we gpt a little edgy when we have to take a more expensive route
for providing the same service.

For example if we go the lease route and actually pay more, even
though it is equal in terms of monthly payments and predictable in
that regard, we see that additional cost as cutting back on services.

I would hope that in your deliberations and decisions that forc-
ing Head Start into a postures of paying more for the service so as
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to make those costs predictable would not be your first option. I
would hope that.

The same point I think is being addressed with the depreciation
allowance. That would allow us to write into a budget a "predictable
amount and would accomplish I think the same purpose as far as
being predictable but at lesser costs.

The third point that I would make concerns purchase of service.
In about 15 percent of the programs which I talked with there is a
form of purchase of service, whether with a contracting service or a
bus service, a schoolbus service. But at most that is 15 percent. In
many of the other areas that were questioned as to methods and
can they- contract, the response that I got from many, not all, was
to the effect that they serve in a multidistrict setting.

Many of the ones I talked with were rural and they cross school
lines, for example. In some instances they cross county lines, and
there is no other system of transportation now existing with which
they can contract that would serve that same area, you see. It
would be that there may be two bus companies serving two or
three different school districts that would have one Head Start
pro ram within it. And so that is one of the reasons why that has
not been more prevalent I think than it is.

Mr. MAsns. Mr. Chairman, we would be glad to formally consid-
er some of these options, analyze the situation, and get together in
an interdisciplinary group. In fact that is the kind of thing that we
would do, having had this discussion.

Mr. ANDREWS. I hope that you will do that. I hope that you will.
Back to a point earlier, it seems like in a sense the problem is an

accounting problem. But in a major sense, looking at it from the
two perspectives of the program level of consideration and say the
OMB or total consideration, we really I think are talking about an
amount of money.

OMB obviously I think, and I should not be trying to speak for
OMB. I will just say as I understand their explanations and think-
ing that I probably perceive something of their vantage point. They
are seeing exactly the opposite than you.

They are saying why should the total budget of the total U.S.
Governhient, and our responsibility is in that regard, why should
the Treasurer be out in the marketplace borrowingmoney through
Treasury bills or otherwise and paying 13 or 15 or whatever per-
cent for borrowed moliey to send to a program in Missouri to put
in the bank so they won't have to pay interest and instead can
maybe even accumulate a little interest to add to theirs. We are
trying to do just the opposite. We are trying to hold the total cost
of Government down. We don't want to be out borrowing money to
purchase buses 4 years from now and hence having to pay interest
On those 4 installments of money over a total of that 4-year period.

It is just exactly the opposite of your position. Your position is
that we don't want to lease the vehicles and have to pay the bank
or somebody from our operating money and hence reduce the serv-
ice to our kids. We don't want to have to be using our money to
pay interest. It is very understandable, and that should be your
position. You are trying ,to look after your kids or your various
people you serve. And that should be yo pr criteria: To cut our
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vehicular cost as much as we, can so as to use our money for
services.

But I can in all fairness see that OMB's positidn is just exactly
the reverse. We are trying to use the taxpayers' money as efficient-
ly as we can and hence we are trying to provide for this year only
those moneys that are needed to serve these kids or elderly people
or whatever for this year. We don't want to be, borrowing money
for, some of your costs that are going to occur some years in the
future. That is in effect what would be happening.

r. Patterson, I remember that you said, then we do not need to
nec ssarily receive the money each year and escrow it and receive
inter t, if the OMB or the Congress would instead just say well,
all right, we are holding or we will provide 4 years from now by
putting in your budget at least in numbers if not in actual dollars
one-fourth of what it is going to cost to trade this vehicle for
another one 4 years from now. If by authority rather than cash you
would let us accumulate certain figures to the end that 4 years
frqm now you would give us an extra $10,000 to replace' this vehi-
cle, we don't necessarily have to have the money now.

Mr. Saunders, how does that occur to you? In other words you
are not putting out any money until 4 years from now. But you are
not running up their budget in that fourth year in that you let
their budget authority include, if it is to be $10,000 for a given
vehicle 4 years from now, you will let their budget authority be
increased by $2,500 each year and you will give them the money,
the $10,0D0 in the fourth year.

Mr. SAUNDERS. It sounds very good now. I would hate to make
any sort of an official statement on that. I would hope that in the
record you would suggest that to OMB as ,an option.

My own feeling is that if You do that you are still going to have
to make 1 year an increase in that particular amount of money to
that particular grantee.

Mr. ANDREWS. You will to that particular grantee, but it just
occurs t,9 me that when you consider the large number, I know
CSA has /pore than 900_pirograms over the Nation at large. When
we are talking about the''relatively vast number of programs and
the relatively vast number of vehicles, I dare say that the actual
output.pf, moneys would not vary. It would with that grantee we
just used as an example. But for another grantee's vehicle, that is
assuming that program is starting this Year with a new vehicle.
They are not by any means all starting with new vehicles. In fact it
seems te be on the contrary.

Sb I dare say the number of actual expenditures of money on
ft this'escrow amount of money but of Federal obligation would prob-

ably come out to be about the same each year, I would imagine.
Mr. SAUNDERS. It would be something we would be more than

happy to look at: I couldn't make a statement at this point.
Mr. MASTER. Mr. Chairman, it may be that we can resolve this

internally. I think what you suggested is very practical.
Mr. ANDREWS. That gets away from who benefits from whom in

this business. Nobody would. You are just back to 'a realistic appro-
priating in each year what is needed for transportation without
letting them accumulate the interest or the Government having to
borrow the money in any giverf year and the Government having
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to pay the interest while they accumulate it. You are back to
actually using a paper depreciation method whereby they incur
costs for each particular program, maybe say 4 years. You just give
them budget authority of one-41.1db of that each year without the
Government having to go into the marketplace and get the money
until the year it is actually to be spent.

Mr. MASTER. The way. that could be accomplished, let's say in the
State of North'Carolina or, in less populated areas, on a regionwide
basis, would be an agreed upon schedule for all the grantees. Then
you would know for grantee X in North Carolina the moneys that
would be available within that State or within that region out of
carryover funds, that is the last quarter of the fiscal year before it
lapses.

So in effect we would still be putting the same amount into that
program nationwide as we planned at the beginning of the year,
and that grantee in the first year. of the program would get a
certain amount for vehicle replacement costs. Then the schedule
rolled out for a 5- or 6-year period or whatever it is would also
show that grantee-receiving funds, let's say 5 years down the pike,
and the second year other grantees would get it. -0

In other words if you had an agreed upon schedule either on a
statewide basis or regionwide basis, that would accomplish what
you are trying to get at.

Mr. ANDREWS. But OMB doesn't want to let you carry over the
money even regionally, but maybe they would let you carry over
the authority.

Mr. MASTER. Let me clarify one point. I am not sure that this
information got out in the right way or that you are receiving it..
the way I understand it.

It is only after the fiscal year is over that as an agency we have
to reprogram those funds. In that last quarter of the fiseal year if
we see in the State of North Carolina based on monthly financial
reports, that there are some that will be in excess, that is when we
can make a determination to fund one-time costs. That is what I
mentioned e- 4 'Fe that that is the way we have been replacing a
lot of vehicles.

I don't know if any of your vehicles are replaced that way in
Missouri or North Carolina. But let's say in a particular State if we
expect to have $100,000 in the Head Start program carried over in
that last quarter of the fiscal year, we can then make one-timti.
grants. They don't increase the operating cost of the program be-
cause the costs don't carry over to other fisdal years. But to pur-
chase vehicles for example, that Would be a legitimate one-time
cost.

I guess what I was saying earlier, to take your proposal, would be
to have a schedule for the use of sonle portion of those car over
funds from one year to the next. We wouldn't need OMB ap val
or clearance on that.

Mr. ANDREWS. I am going to have to leave. I have a noon lun-
cheon. over on the Senate side with a group, an obligation I have \'
had for some time. I am going to therefore excuse myself, but if,
Mr. Williams or Gordon or any of you for that matter wish to carry
on, I will appoint whomever is left down to the last one as acting
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chairman. I believe that will meet with the rules, inasmuch as
otes are not to be taken anyway. .

at this point I would ask Mr. Williams to continue as chair-
.

preciate the opportunity to be with you. And I hope you will
in yob various States, Mr. Patterson, or nationwide or regionwide
or in all respects see what you can come up with from you own
people.

Bryant, you have in Atlanta accountants and so forth on the
staff there, I am sure, very competent ones for that matter.

Mr. TUDOR: Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. See what they can come up with. I guess they of

course know OMB's or the administration's position in not wanting
to borrow money in any given fiscal year to let it be accumulated
somewhere to be spent x years from now. They want to make this
year look as good as they can by holding down the amount they
have in this year's budget and they want to use next year's budget
for any carryover money they have left. So maybe this matter of
accumulating authority rather than money is a feasible answer. I
don't know. Bqt get your accountants to look into that or you
yourselves or Whomever you think wouldbe appropriate.

Let's not necessarily have formal hearings to communicate with
each other. Let me hear from you. If you come up with something,

%. get, it written up in some way and drop it in the mail to us, or call
Gordon or whatever. If another hearing seems feasible, perhaps
even a markup type hearing with some legislation before us, if we
can't do it any other way then we will do it that way.

But the subcommittee wants to propose to OMB or in the way of
legislation something that is feasible and is reasonable from the
standpoint of the taxpayers as well as from the standpoint of the
programs and their recipients. -

I think we made some headway at least, but appare ly we are
still a good ways from any agreement as to just what e should
propose. I believe that you can help us arrive at that. I know that
you ca,n, and we invite you to do that. Let us hear from you as
individual members or through the staff or by whatever means you
think to be best for-your purposes.

Thank you again for being here, and I will excuse myself.
Mr. Williams, would you like to move around here or just contin-

ue, from where you are?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I will stay here.
Mr. ANDREWS. Whichever suits you.
Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS [presiding]. We obviously are not going to be able

' to turn this into the working session that is going to be necessary
to find a solution to this problem.
. Does anyone at the hearing desk have any further questions of
the panel of witnesses?

Mr. DEAN. No.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Do the witnesses have any further remarks?

,,- Mr. MASTER. It was pleasure being here.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I echo the statements' of the chairman and agree

with the suggestion of you, Mr. Master, that this problem is best
handled if wecan do it within the Department of Health and

.0.
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Human Services working with this committee .staff and niembers
and OMB to find a solution that does not require us to pass
legislation.

With that I thank the members of the panel for your appear-
ances and work here today.

This hearing is'closed.
[Thereupon, at 12:07 p.m., the subcommittee -adjourned, subject

to call of the Chair.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

PREPARED STAZEMENT OF JOHN J. LORDAN, CHIEF, FINANCIAL, MANAGEMENT
BRANCH, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Mr. Chtirman and Members of the Subcommittee: The Office of Management and
Budget welcomes this opportunity to discuss procedures for allowing depreciation on
vehicles used for transporting children to and from Head Start program services

As you know, the President announced in his'economic message last week that
there will be no cut in, Project Head Start. This program, then, i4 one of the few not
affected by the stringent budget measures that the President has concluded are
necessary in order to bring about economic recovery. It is doubly important then
that this program be well managed, and that those carrying it out be fully account-
able for program funds.

The Office of Management and Budget has traditionally played a rule in stand-
ardizing the administrative aspects of Federal assistance programs Our Circulars
A-102, "Uniform requirements for grants to State and local governments," and A-
110, "Uniform requirements for 'grants to universities, hospitals, and nonprofit
organizations, establish standard Trovisions for such things as application forms,
financial reports, bonding and insurance practices, audit procedures, and the like

Vow Similarly, OMB has established uniform rules that all agencies, and all programs,
must use in determining the costs of grant programs. We have three such sets of
cost principles for three distinct groups of grant recipients: Circular A-21, "Cost
principles for educational institutions"; Circular A-87, "Cost principles for Stae and
local ,f overnments"; and Circular A-122, "Cost principles for nonprofit organiza-
tions.

Although the language of each of these sets of cost principles is tailored to the
organizational structure and accounting conventiolts of the various affected groups,
they are at heart the same. Each provided that the Federal Government will pay its
fair share of total costs, whether those costs can be charged directly to a grant, or

4 whether they are recorded centrally and then allocated to grants. They provide that
certain kinds of unnecessary costslike entertainment, bad debts, fines, and penal-
tieswill not be allowable under any circumstances. And they all provide that the
costs under discussion here todaycosts of capital equipment and depreciation of
capital equipmentare allowable.

Since most Head Start grantees are either units of local government or nonprofit
organizations, the two sets of cost principles that concern us here are Circular A-87
and Circular A-122. Here is what A-87 says about depreciation:

"11. Depreciation and use allowance.
"a. Grantees may be compensated for the use of buildings, capital improvements,

and equipment through use allowances or depreciation. Use allowances are the
means of providing compensation in lieu of depreciation or other equivalent costs
However, a combination of the two methods may not be used in connection with a
single class of fixed assets.

"b. The computation of depreciation or use allowance will be based on acquisition
cost. Where actual cost records have not been maintained, a reasonable estimate of
the original acquisition 'cost may be used in the computation. The computation will
exclude the cost or any portion of the cost of buildings and equipment donated or
borne directly or indirectly by the Federal Government through charges to Federal
grant programs or otherwise, irrespective of where title was originally vested or
where it presently resides. In addition, the computation will also exclude the cost of
land. Depreciation or a use allowance on idle or excess facilities is not allowable,

4except when specifically authorized by the grantor Federal agency.
"c. Where the depreciation method is followed, adequate property records must be

maintained, and any generally-accepted method of computing depreciation may be
used. However, the method of computing depreciation must be consistently applied
for any Specific asset or class of assets for all affected federally-sponsored programs
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and must result in equitable charges considering the extent of the use of the assets
for the benefit pf such programs.

"d. In lieu of depreciation, a use allowance for buildings and improvements may
be computed at an annual rate not exceeding .two percent of acquisition cost. The
use allowance for, equipment (excluding items properly capitalizedaS building' cost)
will be computed at an annual rate not exceeding six and t - thirds percent of
acquisition cost of usable equipment

"e. No depreciation' or use charge may be allowed on any 'assets that would be
considered as fully depreciated, however, that reasonable use charges may be negoti-
ated for any slich assets if warranted after taking into consideration the cost of the
facility or item involved, the estimated useful life remaining at time of negotiation,
the effect of any 'increased maintenance charges or &creased efficiency due to age,
and any other factors pertinent to the utilization of the facility or item for thepurpose contemplated."
-Circular A-422 contains a very similar provision with regard to depreciation and

use allowances In both cases, no depreciation or use allowance is permitted for
assets that were originally acquired with Federal funds. The basic tenet here is that
the Government should not pay twice for the same assetfirst as a capital contribu-
tion, and later through depreciation or use allowances. As a general principle, this
longstanding rule has served the Government well ove f the years. If there are other
views on the subject to be expressed here, or if there is some reason to consider a
different rul for Head Start grantees, we would welcome the advice of this Commit-tee, the Com ittees on Appropriation, or other interested Committees of the Con-gress on the atter.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,
REGION IV,

Atlanta, Ga., October 2, 1980.
Hon. IKE ANDREWS,
House of Representatives Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN ANDREWS: Recently I participated in a Regional Community
Action Association meeting during which Ale issue of better coordination of federal-
ly funded transportatio.n services was discussed. Mr. Gordon Raley of your staff was
there and we also discussed this issue, and at, his suggestion, I have developed a
package of material on the problems service providers face in trying to use Federal
transportation resources more efficiently.

The attached package of material includlEs a brief discussion of the history and
background of the problem, a listing and brief analysis of the major detailed
analysis of the problems related to vehicle replacement through a depreciation or
use allowance technique, and finally a section of recommendations on possible
legislation to remove =reduce the barriers to effective transportation coordination.
Also, we have attached copies of the major reference documents, some of which
represent excellent research and analysis work.

We hope this material will give you and ysbur staff the information you need in
order to determine the desirability of introducing legislation. If we can be of Maher
help, please let me know.

Sincerely,
L. BRYANT TUDOR,

Regional Administrator.

REGION IV TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS AND PROPOSAL °

History and background
It is widely recognized that transportation services are vital to the delivery of

social services. In 1975 Region IV's Office of Health, Education, and Welfare con-
cluded and published a 200 page Inventory of Federal Transportation Funded Pro-
gfams which stated that "Mobility is perhaps the cornerstone of the ultimate
success or failure of all human service delivery systems". However, it is somewhat
less recognized that "coordination" of existing transportation services is in the best
interest of'human services agencies; the social services prograr,ns; the clients, andfinally the taxpayer.

The earliest study to focus on coordination g defines it in three phases: (1) cooper-
ation: (2) coordination; and (3) consolidation; reasoning that here were three essen-
tial steps in a planning continuum, The ultimate result of caneration and coordina-
tion would be consolidation of all transportation services in a community or geo-,graphIc area into a single Aified ?stem. Efforts to coordinate transportation
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services are receiving a great deal of attention. From such efforts, both positive and
negative observations can be made

Demonstrations
In 1977, the Office of Human Development Services (HDS), within HEW, initiated

a demonstration program with grants aimed at determining the feasibility of coordi-
nating and/or consolidating existing transportation resources within several Office
of Human Development Services Programs at the sub-State level These programs ,
addressed the transportation disadvantaged, with emphasis on the elderly, handi-
capped, developmentally disabled, Head Start eligibles and Other children from low-
income families, and Native Americans. Five areas were selected to test and evalu-
ate different coordination techniques in rural and urban settings. The demonstra-
tion effort has yielded substantial information concerning the operation of coordi-
nated transportation systems and hindrances to effective human service agency
transportation. As a result of this effort, coordination is now seen as a less universal
solution than had been imagined. However, it was concluded that it is only in very
special circumstances that coordination costs less. Coordination can work extremely
well in specific instances including the following kind of conditions: The consolida-
tion of the transportation programs of some but not all of the social services
agencies in an area; the existence of one lead agency withoubstantial cash or cash
potential to haruile problems such as vehicle maintenance and cash flow; adequate
billing and accounting procedures; an outside 'authority able to fund the initial
planning, start-up and technical assistance; and local expertise and commitment.

Major issue (accounting)
The accounting issue has been identified as one of the impediments "barriers" to

effective services by the demonstration projects and by existing transportation pro-
viders. Transportation is a generic term that means different things to different
people. However, in the context of coordinated or individual agency transportation
where organizations purchase or provide transportation services, accounting issues
can be divided into four components; (1) bookkeeping, (2) financial accountability, (3)
billing, and (4) proglun accountability. ,

Problems that arise from the multiple pressures on the accounting system are
compounded by the lack of expertise and confusion at all government evels. The
lack of expertise became evident in the development of the five HDS tr nsportation
demonstrations which involved over 100 different local providers and purchaser
organizations. Almost all agencies involved in the demonstration programs lacked
the ability to develop and maintain an adequate, useful, and understandable billing
and accounting program. Problems arose from the number of different demands
made on the system (Federal, State and local) or conversely, from the lack of
standardization in the billing and accounting area. Therefore, an underlying theme
of billing and accounting research is to find simple, standard drocedures that can be
incorporated in each of"the four components and that satisfy the demands of
different organizations at all levels. .

Purchaser, providers, and funding sources all make different demands on a billing
system. The provider wants to recover his cost of operation, maintain adequate cash
flow, minimize his potential for loss, and incorporate a process that does not require
extensive record keeping.

The purchaser wants to be assured that he is not subsidizing the service provided
to others and wants a system that is -understandable and easy to administer.
Funding sources are also concerned with cross - subsidization, and will want to moni-
tor the cost effectiveness of transportation services. .

A number of issues can be found in the billing area. The most obvious is what
type of Cost-sharing (billing) structure should be used. Other issues equally impor-
tant are: How to properly allocate cost and avoid cross subsidization; how to main-
tain adequate cash flow; and how to properly administer rate setting and billing
procedures.'
Major problem

Related to resolving these major issues in the billing andaccounting procedures is
an examination and discussion of "depreciation" of vehicles in a coordinated trans-
portation system. In,order to provide for replacement of vehicles and ease operation-
al expense problems, the following areas must be addressed: Depreciation of vehicles
as an allowable operation expense; establish the depreciation rate at a reasonable
level; and apply the rate consistently among programs and agencies.

PERTINENT STUDIES ON COORDINATED TRANSPORTATION

In the last few years, several studies and reports were done around the issues
relating to the coordination of human service transportation. These studies, al-
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though done from a variety of perspectives, have documented and raised a number
of significant issues related to human service transportation Some of the more
significant and revelant documents and their major themes and findings are listed
below.

In January 1976, Region IV HEW updated and reissued a 1974 publication called
"Transportation Authorities in Federal Human Services Programs." This study
listed all the Region IV Federal agency programs funding human services transpor-
tation It listed statutory, regulatory, and formal and informal policy constraints to
cooperation, coordination and consolidation of human services transportation. Issues
identified included federal laws and regulations on eligibility, match requirements,
fiscal and program accountability requirements, policy issues, e.g guidelines, judi-
cial and legal opinions, required state and local plans, and informal policies and
attitudes and general turf guarding tendencies.

In July 1978, the Office of Planning, Research and Evaluation of the Office of
Human Development Servcies issued a status report on the OHDS Crosscutting
Transportation Demonstration Program 4 One of the more important items docu-
menten this report was the lack of specific data on the cost of human service
transportation Based on extrapolation of known cbsts, this report estimated at
HEW was spending $800,000,000 annually on transportation This figure wo d be
loser to $1,000,000,000 per year with the required state and local match liars.

This estimate appears realistic based on a 1979 OHDS study of transpo tion
expenditures in Region IV 6 Based on information from OHDS grant files and om
the eight'states, over $61,000,000, annually was being spend on human se ice
transportation from OHDS budgets alone. This is a sizable investment with ut
national policy guidance or requirements for coordination, and with numero
hindrances to coordination.

Perhaps the most useful study on this issue was the October, 1977, GAO report
which documented 114 federal programs that fund transportation programs.' Al-
though the report found few specific legal barriers to coordination, it did focus on a
number of very significant hindrances One of the findings of significance was
highlighted on the front of the report. "The most significant hindrance a ears to
be confusion at all government levels about the extent of transportation rdina-
tion federally funded projects may engage in. The Congress should re e this
confusion by endorsing transportation coordination when feasible, providing ere is
appropriate cost-sharing and cost service accountability." 7

The last document of major significance is the report, from the White House
Interagenciorkiag Group on Rural Transportation Coordination 7 This paper
deal specififally th the question of vehicle depreciation as a, major and critical
element in coordinated transportation systems It points out that, 'The uncertainty
ofhvehicle replacement and its effect upon coordination is a serious issue It further
states, "The real or perceived prohibition against the charging of depreciation as an
allowable operating expense for vehicles purchased in part with federal financial
assistance has been pointed out as a hindrance of effective transportation coordina-
tion The following elaboration on the issue of depreciation will lay the foundation
for possible legislative action by Congress.

DEPRECIATION AS AN ALLOWABLE OPERATIONAL EXPENSE

Title 44 of the CODE of Federal Regulations, Part 74, "Administration, of Grants"
applies to.almost all Health and Human Services (HHS) grants. The regulation
deals with many questions such as how allowable costs are determined. In addition
to this regulation, HEW grants are subject to Federal statutes, other regulations,
including HEW program regulations, individual award documents, and sometimes
other documents as well.
Definition

_

The real or perceived prohibition against the charging of depreciation as an
allowable operating expense for vehicles purchased in part with Federal financial
assistance has been pointed out as a hindrance to effective transportation coorslina-
tion.7 The hindrance is embodied in the wording or interpretation of OMB circular
74-4 and the HEW Grants Administration Manual. This manual defines depreci
ation " as a charge to current operations which distributes the cost of a tangible
capital asset. less estimated residual value, over estimated useful life of an asset in
a systematic and logical manner. It does not involve a process of valuation. Useful
life has reference to the prospective period of economic usefulness in the particular
institution's operation as distinguished from physical life.

A more helpful definition of depreciation indicated (Reference; The Institute for
Public Administration) depreciation is the value of a capital resource, such as a
transportation vehicle, which declines over time as a result of wear-and-tear on the
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equipment, due to use and age. If depreciation were allowed on transportation
vehicles, the transportation component could: Become mare self- sustaining; elimi-
nate the continuous need to request specia ederal or state funding; and encourage
the development of coordinated systems. yy

Problems
Some problarhs have raised by audi rs in regards to allowing depreciation:
1. rii4tors claim it es the appearance of double payment by the, vernment

for the'jehicle (we disc ). For example a Head Start proKram coup 1) chase a
van from year. end program fun and set up an escrow fund for say three -yea?
period based on mileage or ual depreciation. Then at the end of t period the
grantee would have.enoug money to purchase a new vehicle when the old one
wears out.; and

2. the use of depreciation the manner proposed is not accepted by everyone as a
workable solution to the pr blem of vehicle replacement ih all situations; and

3. the financial systems set p by Federal, State and local.human services agen-
cies would have to be adjus to brindle the depreciation funds (this could be done
very easily):
Establishing The Rat easonable Level

The lack of uniform cost determintion and rate-setting prodedures has forced
providers to tailo t eir service to the level and speed of reimbursement that they
can receive f the various funding sources. The various state agencies unknow-
ingly may purchase equivalent levels of transportation services from the same
provider, pay different rates, and cause unnecessary demands on the provider to
isolate allowable costs attributable to the specific contract'
Apply The Ratet Consistently Among Progra And Agencies

It has been suggested that a standardized ra ,for depreciation of vehicles be set
to apply to all government agency programs. ver, consideration must be given
to the variety in type and use o vehicles w ich ect diffeTent life expectancies.
Allowing a depreciation charge based on mileage might perhaps more truly-reflect
the coshof vehicle depreciation, or a depreciation limited to a Certain percentage per
year as is presently permitted private business for equipment depreciation.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGISLATION CONTENT

Legislation drafted to deal with the imams should contain the following:
1. A clear statement of congessional legAlation direction that cooperation, coordi-

nation and/or consolidation of Federally Funded )(Liman service transportation is to
be promoted and encouraged when cost effective and supported by state and/or local
funded agencies. This legislation should apply both to agencies providing transporta-
tion services to other agencies under contract as well as to efforts by an agency to
pool transportation resources from several federal funding sources which are operat-
ed by the agency.

2. Legislation that depreciation funds may be set aside as a legitimate escrow for
the purposi of vehicle, replacement, legislation should include safeguards such as
reasonable time limits (3-4 yearsfon use of escrow funds, provisions for designating
successor agencies if needed, andperrnission to use interest accrued on the escrow if
the interest is applied to new vehicle acquisition as an offset tb inflation.

3. Provision for, any agency to keep fully depreciated vehicles which are in good
order as back up vehicles, but providing that such vehicles cannot be used to expand
funded services so to create any additional federal commitment.

4. Provision that the federal legislation would take precedence over conflicting
state laivs and/or administrative practices, but with a provision that a state could
request an adjustment or waiver if enforcement of a particular provision would
create an undue hardship on clients or existing transportation systems.
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WHITE HOUSE INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP ON RURAL TRANSPORTATION
COORDINATION

ACTION #5

Allow depretiation as an allowable operational expense, set the depreciation rate
at a reasonable level, make the rate consistent among programs and agencies.

PURPOSE

To provide for replacement of vehicles and ease operational expense problems.

ISSUE PAPER-SEPTEMBER 1978

This paper examines issues of depreciation of vehicles in coordinated transporta-
tion systems This paper is oriented toward the depreciation issue in the transporta-
tion component of HEW programs Other Federal agencies should be encouraged to
review the impacts of Ellis issue on their own programs.
Introduction

The coordination of human service cy transportation services can result in a
number of significant benefits to ,p rticipating agencies including, among others,
more client transportation service, uced transportation costs, and increased reli-
ability and opportunity for clients.

At the same time, coordinatio reates a wide spectrum of potential implements-
tion and operational problems an issues that need to be resolved if such prsgrams
are to fully realize their potential. One such area, which is the subject of this
review, is the problem of irwreased vehicle wear and vehicle replacement.

Human service agencietliave no automatic replacement programs for their vehi-
cles, but must instead rely upon the uncertainty of their regular program funds
and/or other special funding sources. Therefore, the commitment to a coorAnated
program, entailing the cooperative use of each participant's vehicles, puts additional
wear upon each vehicle with no assurances that replacement vehicles will be availa:
ble As a result, an agency thinking of entering into a joint venture must weigh the
initial transportation benefits against the uncertainty of future vehicle replacement.

There are three potential sources replacement funds. First, money might be
forthcoming from regular agency p funds. However, the amount and avail-
ability of these funds vary from year to year,"which makes tliis an uncertain source.
The use of these funds is sometimes perceived as a diversion of program money
ftoni the primary program functions. Second, a consolidated program can look
towards UMTA. Section 3 replacement funds; however, there is no-guarantee that
the ould ilable, nor does the Department of Transportation generally make
the le to tricted agency programs. UMTA Section 16b(2) funds are a far
more li source for coordinated/consolidated programs, but these funds are
highly competitive, and also offer no guarantee of continuous support.

The uncertainty of vehicle replacement and its effect upon coordination is a
serious issue. This paper examines an alternative source of replacement funding
through the potential use of depreciation and escrowed replacement funds as an
effective means to resolve this problem tq more effective transportation coordina-
tion.

In order to understand the importance of these issues, the following background
material on the definition and use of depreciation is helpful.

Depreciation is the value of a capital resource, such as E lransportation
vehicle, which declines over time as a result of wear-and-tear on the equipment,
due to use and age. Because it is recognized that depreciation is a very real cost
of doing business, most accounting systems include a method whereby this cost
is systematically allocated to the accounting period which benefits from tk
services of the capital equipment. Private businesses often depreciate equipmiM"-
at accelerated rates in early years of ownership, on the assumption that materi-
al value declines faster for new equipment than for older'objects. This practice
of "accelerated depreciation" qualifies- private business for large income tax
deductions on the high cost of depreciation in early years of ownership.
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Private non-profit-enterprises, such as special transportation projects for the
elderly and handicapped, or iiivernment transportation projects which do not
pay taxes, usually depreciate capital equipment at a constant annual rate with
a small residual value for scrap maternal or trade-in value at the end of the
anticipated, useful life of equipment. ThiP practice of "straight line depreci-,
ation is easy to calculate and simple to estimate based on the acquisition cost
of the object and its projected useful life.

In either case of private business, non-profit enterprise or public project,
capital depreciation is a real cost of resources which must be reimbursed by
consumers or other sponsors in order to recover the full cost of operation. (Ref
The Institute for Public Administration)

Issues regarding the depreciation of vehicles purchased with Federal assistance
The real or perceived prohibition against the charging of depreciation as an

allowable operating expense for vehicles purchased in part with Federal financial
assistance has been pointed out as a hindrance to effective transportation coordina-
tion. The hindrance is embodied in the wording or interpretation of OMB Circular
74-4 and the HEW Grants Administration Manual: The problem is,most serious for
those human service agencies which operate transportation programs for their
clients, or wish to coordinate service delivery with such provider agencies In many
rural areas, this is the most viable or only form of public transportation available.

In reference to transportatio0 coordination and the subject of depreciation as a
hindrance to effective coordination, HEW's-Region IV identified the following
issues: m -

(1) If a vehicle is used in a coordinated system, the extra vehicle use incurred
increases the.rate at which; the vehicle wears out. Due to Federal regulations,
the agency operating the vehicle cannot charge purchaser agencies a depreci-
ation charge for this additional vehicle image.

(2) If depreciation were an,allowable expensein federal grants, even when the
vehicle was purchased with, Federal. Tmancial participation, a fund could be
established for vehicle replacement.

(3) If such a fund were allowed, the depreciation rate should be realistically
set. An interpretation of preSent regulations assumes the limit on depreciation
to be 6% percent annually which is unrealistically low or the type of vehicles
generally used in coordinated:social service transportatio

HEW Region IV presents a hypothetical situation which foci. es clearly upon the
issue of depreciation as a hindrande to coordinated transportation.

Grantee A received Federal funds to purchase a minibus to ransport its own
eligible clients and uses the bus from 7-9 a.m. and from 3-5 m. daily. Agency
B (Federally funded) has need of transporting its clients to a rime or services
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. but has no vehicle to do so. Agency B desires to
contract with Grantee A for the transportation service when the vehicle is not
in use by Grantee A. Grantee ;A refuses to contract for service because the
additional use of the vehicle will accelerate the depreciation of the vehicle and
shorten its useful life, and charging Agency B for that accelerated depreciation
is not permissable. Grantee A is unsure as to how they will be able to fund the
purchase of a new vehicle when:the existing vehicle wears out and is afraid
that additional use will cause their funding agency to be reluctant in funding
the purchase of a replacement vehicle.

If Grantee A could charge a reasonable depreciation rate for their' use of the
vehicle, and set up an account tor these funds, the combination of the normal
depreciation rate charge, plus the depreciation charged Grantee B as part of the
user charge, would create enough funds to purchase a replacement vehicle when
Agency As vehicle wears out. Thus, Agency A has eliminated the need to request a
special grant for a replacement vehicle and achieved a corresponding reduction in
the local, State and Federal paperwork proeeksing,

Although the example cited above is a simple 'presentation of coordination and
the depreciation hindrance, it nevertheless, accurately illustrates the problem as
confronted by both coordinated and consolidated System's,

At this point, it is important to understand that coordination is a cooperative
arrangement among human service agencies, public tram*, et. al, aimed at realiz-
ing increased transportation benefits through vehicle timeisharing, client ride-shar-
ing, and/or joint operation of one or more transportation' functions, (e.g., mainte-
nance, information and referral, dispatching, etc.). Coordination is, thfore, a
cooperatively structured interagency process and does not require vehicle tr'ansfer,
and centralized management/operations functions iinder=:a single. non-profit or
public agency,--a system generally referred to as consolidat4c1. Both coordinated and
consolidated transport services, however, require a purchase -of- service agency rela-
tionship for the cost of shared client/vehicle transportation services. For this
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reason, and due to the subject matter of this paper, the distinction between coordi-
nated

depreci tion were allowed on trans rtation vehicles, it could accomplish the

rnated and co 'dated transportation systems need not be sharply drawn except in
relation to e volume of purchased services (generally greater under a consolidated
system/ an the corresponding impact upon depreciation cost component volumes

following for human service trans c n systems.
The transportation compone t could become more self sustaining, therefore

dkveloping it as a fixed component of the agencies budget, which is the current
practice for overhead costs.

Depreciation could eliminate the continuous need to request special Federal
or State funding or to use the agencies' program budgets when purchasing
replacements of existing vehicles. (FIDS, and DOT "147" dempnstration,projects
are currently contending with the problem of obtaining replacement funding for
the continuation of the projects beyond the demonstration phase and this has
been recognized as a serious problem for non-categorical based transportation
providers). t

It would encourage the development of coordinated systems as more perma-
nent solutions due to the greater guarantee of vehicle replacement funds

- The major discernable disadvantages of allowing depreciation are:
Depreciation gives the appearance of double payment by the government for

the vehicle.
Depreciation decentralizes control of vehicle purchase to grantee agencies

who are escrowing funds for vehicle replacement and therefore isolates the
transportation component from the shifting priorities of the funding source,
(State and local agencies may view this as an advantage).

Depreciation would not provide a source of funds for fleet expansion to
provide additigs service Therefore, additional front-end funding sources
would be need such requirements arise. :.

The use of depreciation in the manner proposed has not been proven as a
workable solution to the problem of continuing funding for vehicles.

The financial systbm set up kiyithe human service agencies would have to be
adjusted to account for the deprknotion expense.

The depreciation funds, being Federal funds, could not be used as matching
for any other funding source for vehicle purchase.

For purposes of this paper, the above issues are primarily rooted in two cibcu-
ments Federal Management Circular 74-4, issu by OMB; and the HEW GfEnts
Administration Manual OMB Circular 74-4 provides guidelines on the proper man-
agement of all Federal funds, which then must be followed by eackgovernment
agency in their individual grant.programs Thus, the ost important F4eral prohi-
bition to the use df-depreciation is recognized as Sect n 11 of this circular, entitled
"l2)preciation and Use Allowance," since it in turn restricts the use of depreciation
and use allowances by each individual government agency These restrictions are
reflected by HEW in its Grants Administration Manual The following material
provides a summary of the key parts in these two documents, regarding depreci-
ation, and interpretations regarding their use.
OMB Circular 74-4, section 11

As stated, OMB Circular 74-4, Section 11, is the most significant barrier to the
use of depreciation by coordinated trilnsportatiow systems. Section 11-b, entitled
"Depreciation and Use Allowance," states,

The computation (of depreciation) will exclude the cost or any portion of the
cost of buildings and equipment donated or borne directly or indirectly by the
Federal government through charges to federal grant programs or otherwise,
irrespective of where title was originally vested or where it presently resides

In the issues raised by Region IV, this section of Circular 74-4 was interpreted to
prohibit any charg for depreciation on federally purchased vehicles. While it is

against their Federal ant, OMB informally points out that this circular is silent
clear thet this sectio prohibits charges for depreciation made by Federal grantee

i
on the issue of depreciation as a component of a user charge by one Federal grantee
for use of a vehicle by another grantee. This appears to be OMB's approach to
implementation of Circular 74-4 and it is snot known to have been tested by
administrative rulings or court decisions. This confirms a similar interpretation of
OMB Circular 74-4 by the Institute for Public Administration in their report on
depreciation of teansportation equipment for the Administration on Aging. There-
fore, while OMB Circular 74-4 does prohibit direct charges by grantees to Federal
grants for depreciation of vehicles purchased with Federal funds, thus prohibiting
accumulation of funds for total vehicle replacement, it does not directly prohibit one
grantee agency from charging another grantee the full user charge of a vehicle,
including the cost of accelerated depreciation. It does appear, however, that there is

. ..
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still a perceived ohibitio , even though a real prohibition does not exist, which is
a hiudrance e development of c rdinated transportation systems There is an
apparent need for establishing acc nting principles which can assure purchasing
agecies)that they are only payin for the percentage of depreciation in relation to
their use.

Section 11-cl of OMB C' 74-4-states that:
The use allowance for equipment (excluding items properly capitalized as

building costs) wil mputed at an annual rate not exceeding 6% percent of
acquisition cost usable equipment.

It has been poin out that this percentage is much too low 'for vehicles used in
coordinated systems. The average life, of the vans or minibuses often used in a
coordinated human rvice transportation system is only three to five years, thug
requiring a deprecia ion rate as high as 20 percent to 33 percent in order to
depreciate a vehicle ver its expected life. In discussions with OMB, however, it was
learned that this sec Ian only applies when a direct use allowance is charged by a
Federal grantee against the Federal grantor "in lied of depreciation" and is used
where no records are kept to verify depreciation totals. If records are kept, a
reasonable depreciation can be charged. Therfore, if a component of the user charge
were set for depreciation it could be set at a reasonable rate and not restricted by
the 6% percent user charge. Guidelines for the calculation of reasonable rates for
depreciation would have to be developed in order for agencies to establish depreci-
ation as a component of their costs.

In conclusion, OMB "allows" depreciation as a component of user charges to
purchasing agencies, but does not allow an agency general depreciation of the
vehicle against its Federal grant. Thus, if an agency is in a coordinated system, it
can chargeo.reasonable depreciation rate as part of the user charge to agencies
purchasing lervice and escrowing these funds in a special account for vehicle
replacement, But, when the vehicle wears out, they will have only the depreciation
funds from the added use of the vehicle and not funds reflecting the total cost of the
vehicle. Therefore, they must obtain the balance through a special grant or agency
operating budget to purchase the replacement vehicle.

HEW Grants Adatinistration Manual
The HEW regulations regarding depreciation are by necessity Patterned after

OMB Circular 74-4, and are contained in its Grants Administration Manual (45
CFR 74). Appendix C (relating to grants and contracts with St te governments) and
Appendix F (relating.to grants and contracts with non-profit organizations) of the
HEW Grants Administration Manual both have sections which prohibit charging
depreciation against grants where the equipment was purchased with Federal par-
ticipation. Appendix C states:

The computation (of depreciation) will exclude the cost or any portion of the
cost of buildings and equipment donated or borne directly or indirectly by the
Federal government through charges to Federal Grant programs or otherwise,
irrespective of where title was originally vested or where it presently resides.

The wording is exactly the same. as the wording in OM)3 Circular 74-4 and is
basically the incorporation of the OMB Circular into HEW regulations. Therefore, it
should be interpreted th e as the OMB Circular with respect to allowing
depreciation as a component o harges for use between grantees. Appendix C of the
Manual also has a section rega ding a use allowance, in lieu of.depreciation similar
to OMB 74-4, which sets a ra of 6% percent. Here, too, this is the incorporation of
OMB Circular 74-4 into ntw regulations and it should be interpreted in the same
manner.

Because many coordinated and social service agency tran§portation systems are
run by private nonprofit organizations, it is important to consider the regulations
affecting grants to non-profit organizations. With regard to ,depreciation, this appen-
dix states:

Computation of the use allowance and/or depreciation will exclude both the
cost or any portion of the cost of grounds, buildings, and equipment borne by or
donated by the Flideral government, irrespective of where the title was original-
ly vested or where it presently resides.

This has the same effect on n . . rofit agency grants as Appendix C has on grants
and contracts with State and I \O. 1 governments. Therefore, it is a reasonable
assumption that the interpretation of the section of Appendix F which applies to
depreciation would be similar to the interpretation of the corresponding sections of
Appendix C. Appendix F also has a section limiting a use allo'wnace to 6% percent
per year when used in lieu of depreciation. Here too the interpretation should be
similar to the corresponding settions of Appendix C and 0M13 Circular 74-4, even
though these are internal HEW regulations not governed by OMB Circular 74-4

A
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If depreciation charges were allowable when vehicles have been purchased with
Federal funds, it has been perceived that the HEW Grants Admitistration Manual
would prohibit the escrowing of funds, basically considered as a form of program
income, except for uses which would be considered the primary purpose of the
grant Therefore, it has been concluded that program income of any type could not
be used for transportation costs such as the purchase of a vehicle since transporta-
tion is only a support service for most .HEW grants and not a primary service

The current HEW Grant Administration Manual (revised August 12, 19781 states
that program income can be used.

for which are in addition to the allowable costs of the project or
program ut whic neveriheless further the objectives of the Federal statute
under w ich the grant,was made Provided that the costs borne by the income
further the broad objectives of that statute, they need not be of a kind that
would be permissible .{is charges to Federal funds 145 CFR Section 74 42(e))

The key phrase in this regulation is "further the objectives of the Federal stat-
ute In closer review of this section and in conversations with the HDS Grant

,Policies and Procedures Section, the repetition of this key phrase with the addition
of the word "broad" in the second sentence of the quotation above is interpreted to
mean that a broad Interpretation of the phrase was intended, and therefore the aid
of a vital support service such as transportation would be a valid purpose

Assuming depreciation were to be allowed and an escrow account was set up for
the purchase of replacement vehicles, the remaining issue is the rate at which
depreciation should be set It has been suggested that a standardized rate for
depreciatiot of vehicles be set to apply to all government agency programs While
this would eliminate confusion and ease coordination, it could also create some
problems To accommodate the variety of service needs that agencies have, there
may be a cofresponding variety in the type and use of vehicles in coordinated
transportation systems, which in turn would be reflected in a variety of vehicle life -1,

expectancies. One solution which accounts for these variations would be to assign
depreciation'rates ay vehicle type and equipment le.g , van, mini-bus, wheel-chair
lifts, etC.1. It has also been suggested that the IRS allowable depreciation rates for
siffnlar vehicles owned by private corporations be applied With respect to vehicle
use, the depreciation rate could be set by average usage, and additional usage due to
coordination could be accounted for by charging depreciation as a component of the
user charge, But this method would not take into consideration the, great variations
in use of the sarqe vehicle type owned by different types of grantee agencies Thus,
allowing a depreciation charge based on mileage might perhaps more truly reflect
the cost of vehicle depreciation,

Summary
To summarize, it appears that.

.--

Under current regulations grantee agencies can charge depreciation to other
grantee agencies in coordinated transportation systems, even where the vehicle
was purchased with Federal funds, although the general perception is that this
is not allowed.

Grantees may not charge on their gragt for depreciation of a vehicle pur-
chased in whole or,,tin part with Federal funds.
,Where depreciation is allowed, a fund could be set to pay for a replacement

vehicle at the time. thetinitiarvehicle is fully depreciated.
The depreciation rate may be set at a reasonable level.

The existing problems that remain are
The perceived inability to recover additional vehicle depreciation incoordi-

nated systems; and-
The inability to recover t6e total depreciation but only extra,depreciation due

to coordination, and therefore the inability to replace a vehicle when it wears
out without seeking special funding or dipping into program budgets.'

These problems all seem to be a direct result of OMB Circular 74-4, and there-
fore, any approaches to allowink depreciation and the escrowing of funds for vehicle

-........ replacement must address it. . 0

Potential" solutions to the depreciation issue
Regardless of whether either course of action recommended below is implemented,

It is advised that the informal interpretations of OMB officials regarding Circular
74-4 be verified through a formal, written clarification of OMB's position on the

Its important to note 'here that total depreciation is possible under those consolidated
transport syAtems where vehicle control resides in one transportation service provider and all
services are provided through a purchasing mechanism,
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issues of allowable depreciation charges, escrowing of depreciation funds, and allow-
able rates of depreciation.

Such a clarification would solve the perceived problems set forth above, but would
not solve the actual prohibition on recovering the full- cost of depreciation by
Federal grantees operating coordinated and conaolidated transportation systems.
'Therefore, two approaches can be considered for solving the existing real problems.

Direct changes to OMB Circular 74-4, amending Federal policy regarding
these issues. Such a direct course, once enacted, would subsequently be reflect-
ed, in each government agency affected, by similar modifications to their indi-
vidual program regulations. For HEW, this would result in corresponding modi-
fications to the Grants Administration Manual.

Changes to the legislation of programs providing transportation funds so that
either a charge for depreciation would not be prohibited by OMB Circular 74-4,
or the problem of replacement vehicles is directly addressed.

Direct changes to 0MB Circular 74-4
Two options are available to change OMB Circular 74-4:

1. Vehicles used in coordinated/consolidated agency transportation systems
could be exempted from the prohibition against charging depreciation on vehi-
cles purchased with Federal funds.

2. A special component of OMB Circular 74-4 could be developed to deal with
vehicles used in coordinated/consolidated agency systems.

In either case, the allowance of depreciation, restricted to vehicles in coordinated/
consolidated systems, may provide an incentive to coordinate. Of concern is that this
might be perceived as unfair to grantee agencies which for one reason or another
were unable to coordinate their transportation system with others, and unequal
treatment by Federal grantors may be charged.

The first option, (#1, above) an exemption from the current issues, seems the
easiest todevelop and would achieve the desired results, but may set a dangerous
precedent for the future exemption of other items and a gradual item by item
change in Circular 74-4. The second option, to develop a special section on coordi-
nated agency transportation, highlights the transportation components of various
programs for special and similar treatment. This may uncover other difficult issues
such as the relation between the programs of DOT and the transportation compo-
nents of programs of other Federal agencies with respect to what Federal agencies
should and can deal most effectively with transportation problems. This is a large
and complicated policy issue which goes beyond depreciation and perhaps should
not be dealt with in that context. Following any change in OMB Circular 74-4,
similar changes could then be promulgated in the implementing regulations of the
various Federal agencies.

Legislative changes to program funding
As an alternative to direct changes in 0MB Circular 74-4, OMB seems to prefer

the second approach. Rather than changing the cost principles of OMB Circular 74-
4, it was suggested that the statutes authorizing various programs with transporta-
tion components be changed through legislation to directly deal with the problems
of replacing worn out vehicles. This could be accomplished by either changing
individual statutes for all programs with transportation components, or by one piece
of legislation allowing depreciation to be charged for the purpose of establishing
funds for vehicle replacement. OMB's problem with direct changes to OMB Circular
74-4 appears to be that such charges would seem to allow a double payment for
vehicles; first, through Federal financial participation in the payment, and second,
through depreciation. Instead, new legislation could be presented which indicates
that the initial capital purchase of vehicles with Federal participation would be a
one-time start-up cost, and that replacement would be handled through accumula-
tion of depreciation charges. Basically, this approach could be presented as a pro-
gram to get the Federal government out of the position of purchasing vehicles. This
approach has the advantage of developing a legislative mandate to solve recognized
problems, and openly deals with these problems, but would most likely take a
longer period of time. Furt er, if dealt with by a series of statutory changes, it could
cause much confusion for coordinated systems using multiple funding sources due to
the variety of changes in 666666hhhhhhe regulations of different funding programs which Mil
occur.

However, if dealt with by one piece of legislation, it may, ais with the development..
of a special section of OMB Circular 74-4 for transportation, raise issues concerning )
the relationship between DOT's transportatiofi programs and tha transportation
component of other Federal agencies, since it will highlight the transportation
components of other programs which when viewed together, becomes a sizeable
program.
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Conclusions
From the above discussion, it appears as if the approach that could be implement-

ed in the shortest time period and most effective in encouraging efficient coordinat-
ed use of current transportation resources, would be the alteration of OMB Circular
74-4 and corresponding agency regulations to exempt coordinated agency transpor-
tation services from the prolubitiort against charging depreciation on vehicles pur-
chased with Federal financial participation, provided charges for depreciation are
accumulated for vehicle replacement. Paired with this could be an exemption for
agencies who for one reason or another cannot coordinate transportation service;
the grantor or another review level (e g., coordinated provider, State, regional
office), would have to evaluate these agencies'. ability to coordinate transportation
services when deciding upon exemptions This program could be presented as a
double payment but as an incentive to the development and continuation 117oordi-
nated/consolidated transportation systems.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,
ADMINISTRATION ON AGING,

Washington, D.C, Jantary 6, 1981.
Hon. IKE F ANDREWS,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Human Resources,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.0

DEAR MR. ANDREWS: I respectfully submit to you a report on revising Federal
transportation programs for older individuals in compliance with Section 411(bX2) of
the Older Americans Act of 1965, as amended (P.L. 89-73). This provision under
Title IV, Part B Research and Development was enacted as part of the Comprehen-
sive Older Americans Act Amendments of 1978 (P.L. 95-478). It requires that the
Commissioner on Aging award a grantor contract for the purpose of conducting a
study to improve existing Federal transportation programs for older individuals to
la) provide more coordinated and comprehensive services to such individuals; (b)
eliminate unnecessary duplication among such programs; (c) eliminate disparities in
eligibility requirements among Federal transportation programs for older individ-
uals; and (d) study the possibility of transferring to a single administration all
Federal transportation programs for older individuals. The Commissioner was re-
quired to transmit the results of this study to Congress within two years of the
enactment of the 1978 Amendments.

The Administration on Aging has supported a project responsive to this provision
The project, funded in September 1978, was a sample survey of the actual process of
coordination in 30 Planning and Service Areas (PSA's). The project was conducted
by the Urban Institute. It studied the broad range of barriers and obstacles to
coordination attempts including those barriers to greater mobility indentified by the
elderly. Further, the Institute reviewed ..the barriers and obstacles to coordination
observed among the sample of sites, with particular stress on the extent to which
these can be traced to Federal level policies or procedures. The results of this study
are described in a report entitled

policies
Transportation Services for the

Elderly." A copy of this report is enclosed.
At this time, I have no specific recommendations concerning the coordination of

transportation services for the elderly. However, I do wish to suggest that we take
seriously the Urban Institute findings that we consider the costs as well as the
benefits associated with increased coordination.

The grantee was encouraged to make recommendations based upon the results of
the study. Although the recommendations contained i' the report do not necessarily
reflect the judgment of the Department of Health and Human Services or the
Administration on Aging, they will be seriously considered as AoA formulates
policies to improve transportation services for older individuals.

Sincerely yours,
CHARLOTTE FRANK

(for Robert Benedict, Commissioner on Aging).
Enclosure.

COORDINATING TRANSPORTATION SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY-FINAL REPORT 1402-
" 1, SEPTEMBER 1980

(By Ulrich F. W. Ernst, Sandra Rosenbloom, Carol T. Everett, Michael A.
Kemp) .

This research was funded by the Administratioh on Aging of the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services. Opinions expressed in the paper are those of the
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authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Urban Institute or the
research sponsor.

CHAPTER IX-FINDINGS AND.RECOMMENDATIONS

General conclusions
We noted in the opening chapter of this report that there is a widespread belief

that increased coordination of human service AranspOrtation has the potential for
improving both its efficiency and its effectiveness. We noted alto that the available
empirical evidence about the. extent to which these potential benefits are realized in
practice is somewhat mixed.

Our own general conclusions, on the basis of this study, support the view that net
social benefits can accrue from coordination efforts, but that such-benefits are not
an automatic or universal outcome. Okr finaings ordination can be.summa-
rized biy the following propositions: -

Coordination is not a single, homogeneous concept. There exists a spectrum
of different pckential coordination actions, and the applicability, implementa-
tion procedures, and outcomes are likely to vary both with the nature of the
action and with the setting in which it is attempted.

Fragmentation and duplication of services are not pervasive problems.--the
study found them to occur less frequently than. is oftern alleged.

t
Special transportation services for the elderly appear to be serving those people

most in need o hem. 4P

On the basis of the evidence generated by this study or reported in the
literature, it is not yet possible to compile general guidelines concerning the
likely outcomes of 'particular coordination actions in particular settings. In oth
words, it is difficult to predict what policies will work in specific places.

While, the potential benefits of increased coordination have received much
public rekognition, the potential disbenefits of particular coordination ap-
proaches are not well appreciated. In developing plans and in evaluating-exist

ng
- coordination efforts it is important that the costs and possible negative,

impacts should be appraised.
State-level actions designed to foster greater coordination can be particularly

effective.
While legislative and administrative actions at the fedeial level certainly can

influence both the willingness of local agericies to attempt coordination projects
and the outcomes of those projects, it is difficult to infer cause and -effect with
regard to the federal policies.

It appears that, insofar as federal actions may be able to encourage successful
coordination projects at the local level, no major changes in the existing federal
legislation appear to be necessary to achieve that goal. gather, our specific
policy recommendations could in large part be put into effect by administrative
actions taken within the purview of the,cusrent legislation.

Coordination is not a single, homogeneous concept
Local plannersand human service agencies have developed a wide variety of

different approaches to coordinate their_ transportation services in one way or
another. This study has identified four basic' categories of coordination actions:

Demand management restructuring demon allow for the optimal use of
existing capacity, by pooling demand for lik trips, and smoothing, out peaks
and valleys in the time profile of demand;

Supply mana ementrestructu irhinate fragmentation and
duplication, an to introduceincentives or efficient

Service allocationthe determination of what ,knds of services should be
provided, and how they should be distributed amo g the eligible population;
and

Service function coordinationperforming certain fun ns, such as dispatch- .

ing,or vehicle Maihtenance, jointly for more than one provi er.
The variety of approaches to coordination is dictated by the wide divergence- in '

the institational, economic, and social settings in which the transportation services
are provided. These varying environments crake different opportunities for, and
constraints upon, the coordination of transportation services. The outcomes of co-. ordination projects vary considerably depending onlio nature of the effort planned
and the setting in which it is attempted.

On the basis of thi& general finding, we suspect that he diversity of coordination
possibilities' has not been fully appreciated in much of the previous discussions of,
and advocacy for, increased coordination. In our view, it ie,,often rather meaningless
to talk about coordination in' the abstract, given the spectrum of possible actions
and outcomes.
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Fragmentation and duplication of services are not pervalive problems
Overall, we found few cases in which there were serious problems of fragmenta-

tion or duplication of services. Duplicationseveral providers serving the same
kinds of trips at roughly the same time, all operating with excess capacityappears
to occur less frequently than is often popularly supposed.

Special transportation services for the elderly are properly targeted
Our survey indicated that those elderly people most in needthe very old, the

handicapped, the poox11ie. arless, and ones living aloneare more likely to use
special transportation services than other elderly groups. Older Americans who ,do
not use these services frequently have better options, particularly their own auto-
mobiles.

The effects of the alternative policies are uncertain
Neither the information presented so far in the literature nor the evidence

assembled by this present study allows one to derive general guidelines as to what
types of coordination efforts arce likely to work best in particular settings. It is likely

t it will be possible to develop such guidelines in the future, based on more
detailed evaluations of specific projects than have yet been carried out. A major
barrier to reaching generalizable conclusions, however, is the lack of good operating
and accounting data among many private human service agencies., By an large,
evaluations will need to be based on the close external monitoring of new projects,
rather than on the analysis of data assembled in the course of existing projects.

Given the current lack of understanding about what policies are most likely to
work well in specific settings, we believe that the public interest is better served by
focusing attention on the objectives of greater coordination rather than on any
preconceived notions about methods. For instance, some states presently appear to
be promoting a service consolidation model of coordinationthat is, the consolida-
tion of human service transportation in the hands of a single designated provider It
is, as yet, far from clear that this approach is a good method (even less, the best
method) of achieving greater efficiency or effectiveness. Under the current circum-
stances, it appears wiser for higher tiers of government to-focus their policies more
on creating an environment in which local officials and human service agencies are
encouraged to consider a wide range of possible coordinatioin actions and to experi-
ment with them. The promotion of one particular coordination model seems likely to
detract from a consideration of the spectrum of options.

The costs should be counted as well as the benefits
Another barrier to learning what types of action work best in what` types of

setting is a certain lack of appreciation of te possible disbenefits of coordination
efforts in the professional and lay discussion of the issue. The potential benefits
have often been stressed. They include gains in the efficiency and effectiveness of
the delivery of transportation services to the elderly; and, depending on the type of
coordination effort, possibly a reduction in the number-of agencies and people with
whom government officials need to interact, and a clearer accountability for the use
of public funds.

On the negative side; other studies have already highlighted the fact that the
costs of coordination activities may be higher than is popularly supposed, and that
the necessary investment of time and effort may be substantial. Moreover, not all
line items may exhibit economies of scale: there may, for instance, be a re ulting
increase in total administrative costs, particularly in the short run. In som cases
where the individual agencies may have had access to some unpriced and belo -cost
priced services, the price of that input may increase under coordination.

One of the commonest forms of low-priced services is the use of volunteers. Our
study found that coordination efforts frequently run the risk of damaging the
existing networks of volunteer and informal efforts on which many of the elderly
appear to rely. As a labor force for a human service agency, volunteer workers are,
of course, a mixed blessing. They can be unreliable and capricious, and in many
ways programs can be more easily and efficiently managed with' paid staff. Howev-
er, on the whole they do represent a tremendous capable, cheap resource, which it
would be prodigal to ignore. We observed in our site visits that moves towards
centralized or consolidated systems frequently were accompanied by reductions in
the role of volunteers. In a less formal wayo friends, neighbors, and relatives
currently provide assistance in accommodating the transportation needs of the
elderly, and we believe that more recognition needs to be made of such arrange-
ments, temporary and informal though they may be, and care,be taken lest consoli-
dation efforts damage them. Indeed, the fostering of such arrangements (perhaps by
allowing helpers to be reimbursed some of their out-of-pocket costs) might prove to
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be a more cost-effective method of improving transportation for the elderly than
other coordination efforts.

The highly centralized forms of coordination may also lead to a degradation of
services quality for some existing clients (although at the dame time other clients
may gain and the number of people served may be enlarged). Typically, highly
centralized services tend to concentrate on the most easily identifiable demands
The people who, because of frailty or other problems, require a- more personalized
form of service, perhaps with aescort, or those living slightly-beyond an inflexible
service area boundary, may not be adequately catered for.

'These types of outcomes are no more certain cur than the benefits referred to
earlier. It is important, however, that the y of such disttenefits should be
acknowledged when coordination plans are retsig de or evaluated Care must
also be taken to distinguish between transitional (or ort run) effects of those
outcomes-which will be sustained when the project is well established.
The state plays a key role

The legislative structure and administrative practices for many of the relevant
federal programs place much of the responsibility for program design with state-
level agencies. The major exceptions are Sections 3 and 5 of the Urban Mass
Transportation Act, which usually link the federal and local levels directly. Howev-
er, the recent introduction of the Section 18 program has given the states the
responsibility of improving the organization and management of special transporta-
tion services in small urban and rural areas. While these initiatives may be some-
witat limited in their geographic coverage, they have often taken a comprehensive
view of public transportation, with special emphOsis on the needs of the elderly and
handicapped.

The study distinguished six forms of'state -level activity that contribute to the
coordination of transportation programs for human service targetzgroups:

Establishing effective state-level coordination among the various agencies in-
volved, to improve understanding of the implications of different decisions, and
to move toward greater coherence of state policies.

Improving the information base for local coordinatiniL efforts through rek
search, development, and demonstration, and related inforthation dissemination.

Providing specific support services, such as technical assistance or brokerage
servcies to local organizations engaged in coordination efforts.

Encouraging greater participation in coordination projects through financial
incentives to local agencies, including the stipulation of certain steps as a
condition to receiving continued funding.

Mandating or establishing a single transportation provider or a single funding
recipielt in each gVographic area covered.

Changing regulatory, adMinistrative, br legislative provisions Ao lift real or
perceived constraints on coordination activities..

Looking at the range of different actions across various states, the study conclud-
ed that the state can be pivotal in affecting the extent to which coordination
activities are attempted in local areas and the nature of the coordination projects
which are attempted. It follows that the state units on aging should be regarded by
AoA as particularly important agents in the develoilment, dissemination,-and execu-
tion of nationwide policies with respect to transportation service coordination, There
is also potential for increasing the technical assistince role of the .state units.
The impacts of federal policies are difficult to trade

The outcomes of federal policies likely to influence coordination activities are
much harder to trace, for several reasons. Most importantly, while the- impacts of
policies at the state level can be inferred in part from the differences observed
among the state?, this is not possible, at least to the same extent, for federal-level
policies. Secondly, inferring the consequences of federal policies by observing what
happens at the local level over time is also difficult, since many other inftencing
factors were at work, to. We concluded that it is not possible to trace cause and
effect between local coordination activities and federal policies promoting greater
coordination. -

No major changes are needed in federal legislation
Insofar as federal actions are able to encourage successful coordination projects at

the local level, the study found that no major changes in the existing federal
legislation appear to be necessary in order to achieve that goal. This conclusion was
reached for several reasons:

The specific set of recommendations for federal actions developed in theltudy
pand presented later in this chapter) would not require legiskitive changes if it

( were decided to implement them. 1

<SP
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The study found no real barriers to improved coordination which could be
traced unambiguously to federal legislation (or, indeed, to federal administra-
tive regulations). Where s'uch provisions were popularly viewed as barriers, the
perceptions often involved misunderstandings.

One argument for making changes in the current programsthe contention
that publicly-funded special transportation services are not benefitting those in
most need of themwas not supported by the evidence from our surveys.

Given the uncertainty about the effectiveness of federal-level policies, it
would seem wise be allow federal officials as much flexibility as possible in
framing and impleawting policies. This argues for specifying objectives and
spending authorizations only in the legislation, allowing the details of specific
programs td be developed in administrative fiats.

Our consideration of the pros and quip of one specific legislative option that is
frequently suggested at the local leverthe administrative consolidation of all
of the relevant federal programsconcluded that the potential bepefits would
be limited, and outweighted by the substantial costs.

Recommendations from the study
While our study did not find justification for proposing any significant changes in

federal legislation, the major and minor findings which emerged in the course of the
study do have a nuipber of implications for federal policies with regard to transpor-
tation services for the elderly:

1 In planning to meet the transportation needs of human service client groups,
agencies at federal, state, and local levels should be encouraged to treat informal
networks (those involving assistance from friends, neighbors-, relatives, and volun-
teers) as an integral and explicit component of the system. Attention should be
focused on public policies which would make, more and better use of this 'type of
resource, as possible complement to or substitute for greater coordination among
more formal services. Such policies might include, for instance, the creation of
direct or indirect financial incentives to greater participation by people able to help,
or the encouragement of carpooling programs among those traveling to congregate
facilities.

2. Given the wide spectrum of possible coordination actions, the Administration
on Aging should Issue clear guidance on the types o programs to which it is
permissible to dedicate Older Americans Act funds. We found a number of miscon-
ceptions about the federal regulations on aspects in hich they are not (or no
longer) ambiguous. But wealso found relevant questio s on which the regulations
are not clear, the most important of which is her 7 le III funds may be used in
support of a user-side subsidy program.' It shown difficult or expensive for
the AoA to clarify'the legal questions associated with the use of OAA funding (and
OAA-funded vehicles) for a wide range of possible coordination actions, and to make
these details widely known at the area agency level. Since there also appears to be
some confusion at the local level about the use of vehicles purchased under-the
UMTA Section 16(bX2) program in coordinated` systems, a collaborative effort in
conjunction with the Department of Transportation might be advisilble.

3. State units on aging should be encouraged to tak a more active role, in develop-
ing new and more efficient methods of' providipg transportation services to the,
elderly, including coordination and service consolidation options. This role may
require that the' federal AoA provide for more technical assistance to the state
units, and that the state units in turn provide more technical assistance to the local
AAAs.

4. As a contribution to this increasbd technical assistance, the Congress and
, the Administration on Aging should consider mounting a number of demonstrations
of innovative transportation service coordination policies. The principal objective of
these demonstrations would not be to prqmote exemplary policies, although the
program could be validly used in part to that end. Rather, the primary aim should
be to learn more about the appropriateness and practicalities of different types of
policies in different settings. We woulfl recommend placing an especially high
priority on experimenting with user-side subsidy schemes, particularly ones which
could be used to reimbutse volunteer and human service agency providers. This is
one application which has not yet been tested in the user-side subsidy demonstra-
tions sponsored by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration. Language
authorizing demonstrations already exists in the Older Americans Act (at Section
421), although moneys has not been appropriated for this purpose.

5. The Administration on Aging should encourage more and better evaluations of
current and future coordination efforts, Worthwhile evaluations would (i) focus on

It is believed that in a few isolated cases this has been-done, although fit least one Regional
Office of the AoA has made a ruling that this is not permissible.
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specific coordination activities, rather than 'on the general concept; (ii) make strong
efforts to assemble reliable and complete cost information; and (iii) attempt to trace
observed outcomes to features of the *plan and the environment in which it is
attempted. There are several actions that the AoA could take to foster these
evaluations, including the development of an evaluation handbook and the encour-
agement of state units to fund such activities. Thlk AoA might itself become directly
involved under the demonstration program mentioned above.

6. We recommend that AoA give greater consideration 'to the dissemination of
information about the detailed practicalities of coordination efforts, based on the
experiences gained at the state and local levels. This function could probably be
most efficiently carried out in conjunction with other federal agencies concerned

uman services transportation. In the course of our site visits, we encountered
any ues in which some means of pooling and sharing experiences would be

advan eous to human service agencies. These included such varied topics as
maintteenance practices for particular vehicle models; dispatching procedures; innova-

agencies
with. rele-

tive insurance procedures, and the names of brokers prepared to work wi
in identifying their best insurance options; and identifying consultan
vent knowledge and experience.

7. Since the study found that accounting and reporting requirements can repre-
sent an additional administrative cost to consolidation efforts, we strongly support
the current seven-state effort, sponsored by the Department of Health and Human
Services, to develop uniform accounting frames. We recommend that the Adminis-
tration on Aging cooperate fully with this on-going effort, and give full consideration
to implementing its applicable recomnfendations when these are, made.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,
REGION IV,

Atlanta, Ga., March 10, 1981.
Mr. GORDON RALEY,
Staff Director, Subcommittee for Human Resources,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. RALEY: During the hearings o n transportation for Head Start in Wash-
ington last week, you requested that I provide some additional information on the
various regulations affecting efforts to Coordinate transportation. The following
specific regulations have surfaced as the key impediments to human service trans-
portation 'coordination. Also I think it is important to look at these regulations in
their entirety as,well as individually in terms of their impact at the local service
provider level. ,/

Perhaps the niost cited regulations affecting transportation coordination are those
based on 0MB Citcular -A-122 "Cost Principles for nonprofit organizations", pub-
lished in Volume 45, Number 132 of the 'Federal Register on July 8, 1980. Para-
graphs 9 a-g of Attachment B to A-122 provide the b for depreciation and use
allowance, Attachmentol,,,Although no formal definitko

a,ses
ns of th4 terms "depreci-

ation" and "use allowaga are give s, in practice, depreciation is commonly used in
to, relation to physicll facilities such as buildings which involved no public money in

their acquisition, Use allowance in practice has been used to offset'operating and
maintenance costs of facilities built or purchased with public funds. In either case,
however, the amount allowed is Resigned for a long term recovery of capital outlay
(2 percent peg year on depreciation and 6% percent on use allowance). Neither is
adequatte for ricovry of replacement costs of a vehicle with a normal life expectan-
cy of no,morelltmn four years.

Also paragraph 9C(2) of attachment B prohibits either depreciation or use allow-
ance on equipment which was originally purchased with federalfunds. This effec-
tively prohibits human service agencies from entering coordinated systems with
existing 'vehicles since there is no way to escrow replacement costs from .ctirrentc
operating funds.

Paragraph .42,of Attachment B sets forth rental and lease regulations. Subpara-
graphl2djimits a lease to what the purchase price would have been on the date the
lease is eXecuted. In some localities, this can be a viable option, but it is not a cure
all because leases for vehicles meeting this criteria are often not available, especial-
ly with the year to ye4r funding uncertainties of federal programs.

These specific requirements of 0MB Circulap,A-122 are redated and reissued by
the various federal agencies with a few, minor changes and interpretations. Howev-
er, the main problem remains in the faot that these guidelines and regulations were
promulgated without specific relationship to the problems of establishing and main-
taining coordinated transportation systems in the interest of both economies of
operation and fuel conversation.
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Attachment 2 is a letter from John Leatherwood'referencing problems with CSA's
regulations and 45 CPR Chapter X. His letter pertains to the exact problems
,tnentioned regarding the lease of vehicles. As you can see from his letter, we have
two conflicting lease policies, one for CSA and one for.HDS. Because the problems

,are unresolved, I have been unable to sufficiently respOnd to his request.
Sincerely,

L. BRYANT TUDOR,
for Human Development 'Services.

Attachments.

ATTACHMENT 1

(From the Federal Register. Vol 45 No 132. Tuesday. July 8. 1980)

Attachment B
Selected Items of Cost

Paragrapsh 1 through 50 provide principles to be applied in establishing the
allowability of certain items of cost. These principles apply whether a cost is treated
as direct or prect Failure to mention a particular item of cost is not intended to
imply that is unallowable; rather determinatiorias to allowability in each case
should be based on the nceatment or principles provided for similar or related items
of cost.

1. Advertising costs.
a. Advertising costs mean the costs of media services and associated costs Media

advertising includes magazines, newspapers, radio and television programs, direct
mail, exhibits, and the like.

b. The only adveitising costs allowable are those which are solely for (i) the
recruitment of personnel when considered in conjunction with all other recruitment
costs, as set forth in paragraph 40; (ii) the procurement of goods and. services; (iii)
the dispoal of surplus materials acquired in the performance of the award except
when organizations are reimbursed for disposals at a predetermined amount in
accordance with Attachment N of OMB Circular A-110, or (iv) specific requirements
of the award.

2. Bad debts Bad debts, including losses (whether actual or estimated) arising
from uncollectible *accounts and other claims, related collection costs, and related
legal costs, and unallowable.

3. Bid and proposal costs: [reserved]
4. Bonding costs.
a. Bonding costs arise when the Government requires assurance against financial

loss to itself or others by reason of the act or default of the organization. They arise
also in instances where the organization requires similar assurance Included are
such bonds as bid, performance, payment, advance payment, infringement, and
fidelity bonds.

b. Costs of bonding required pursuant to the terms of the award are allowable.
c. Costs of bonding required by the organization in the general' conduct of its

operatidns are allowable to the extent that such bonding is in accordance with
sound business practice and the rates and premiums are reasonable under the
circumstances.

5. Communication costs. Costs incurred for telephone services, local ax,id long
distance telephone calls, telegrams, radiograms, postage and the like, are allowable.

6. Compensation for personal services.
a.*Definition. Compensation for personal services includes all compensation paid

currently or accrued by the organization for services of employees rendered during
the period of the award (except as otherwise provided in paragraph g. below). It
includes, but is not limited to, salaries, wages, director's and executive committee
member's fees, incentive awards, fringe benefits, pension plan costs, allowances for
off-site pay,' incentive pay, location allowances, hardship pay, and cost of living
differentials.

b. Allowability. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this paragraph the
costs of such compensation are allowable to the extent that:

(1) Total compensation to individual employees is reasonable for the services
rendered and conforms to the established policy of the organization consistently
applied to.both Government and non-Government activities; and

(2) Charges to awards whether treated as direct or indirect costs are determined
and supported as required in thisparagraph.

c. Reasonableness.
(1) When the organization is predominantly engaged in activities other than those-

sponsored by the Government, compensation for employees on Government-spon-

241W.!
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4 -
sored work will be considered reasonable to the extent that it ig consistent with that
paid for similar work in the organization's other activities.> _

(2) When the organizatioh is predominantly engaged in Government- sponsored
activities an in cases where the kind of employees required for the Government
activities are not found in the organization's other activities, compensation for
employees on Government-sponsored work will be considered reasonable to the
extent that it is comparable to that paid for similar work in the labor markets in

Ato. , which the organization competes for the kind of employees involved ,

d Special considerations en determining allowabelety. Certain conditions require
special considerations and possible limitations in determining costs under Federal
awards where amounts or types of compensation appear unrelisonable Among such
conditions are the following

(1) Compensation to members of nonprofit organizations, trustees, directors, asso-
ciates, officers, or the Immediate families thereof. Determination should be made
that such compensation is reasonable for the actual personal services rendered
miller than a-distribution of earnings in excess'of costs.

(2) Any change in an organization s compensation policy resting in a substantial
increase in the organization's level of compensation, particularly when It was con-
current with an increase in the ratio of Government awards to Other activities of
the organization or any hange in the treatment of allowability of specific types of
compensation due to e in Government policy.

e Unallowable costs. to which are unallowable under other paragraphs di this
Attachment shall not be allowable under this paragrAph solely on the basis that
they constitute personal compensation.

f Fringe benefits.
(I) Fringe benefits in the form of regular compensation pai&to employees during

periods of authorized absences from the job, such as vacation leave, sick leave,
military leave, and the like, are allowable provided such costs are absorbed by all
organization activities in proportion to the relative amount of time or effort actually
devoted to each. N.

(2) Fringe benefits in the form of employer contributions or expenses for social
security, employee insurance, workmen s compensation insiirance, pension plan
costs (see paragraph g. below), and the like, are allowable provided such benefits are
granted ,lj accordance with estanished written oTanization policies Such benefits,
whether treated as indir?ct costs or as direct costs, shall be distributed fo particular
awards'and other activities in a mahher consistent with the pattern of benefits
accruing to the 'individuals or grog of employees whose( salaries and wages are
chargeable to such,aWards and othekat-tivIties. .

(3)(a) Provisions for a reserve under a self-insurance program for_ unemployment
compensation° or workmen's.. compensaticin are allowable to, the extent that the
provisions repiesent reasonable' estiniates of the liabilities for such compensation,
and the types of goverage, extent of coverage, and rates and premiums would have
been allowable had insurance be,en, purchakd to cover'the risks., However, provi-
sions for self-insured liabilities which do not become Rayahle for more than one year
after the provision is made shall not exceed the present value of tffe liability

° (b) Where an organization followS akconiistent policy of expensing actu4 pay-
ments to, or on behalf of, employees or forimer employees for unemployment com-
pensation or workmen'g compensation, such payments are allowable in the year of
payment with the prior approyii4 of thetwarding agency provided they are allo-
cated to all activities of the organization. . , 4,

(4) Costs of insurance on the lives of trustees, officers, or other employees holding
positions of similar responsibility are allowable only to the extent that the insur-
ance represents additional compensation. The costs of such insurance when the
organizato:on is named as beneficiary are unallowable.

g. Pension plan costs.
(1) Costs of the organization's pension plan which are incurred ingiccordance with

the estfiblished policies of the organization are allowable, provided:
(a) Such policies meet the test of reasonableness; a ., ,
(b) The methods of cost allocation are not discrimlhatory;
(c) The cost assigned to each fiscal year is deterilined in acc&clance with general-

ly accepted accounting principles as prescribed m Accountin$ Principles Board
Opinion No. 8 issued by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants; and

(d) The costs assigned to a given fiscal year are funded for all plan participants
within six months after the end of that year. However, increases to normal and past
service pension costs caused by a delay in funding the actuarial liability beyond 30
days after each quarter of the year to which such costs are assignable are unallowa-
ble.

0
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(2) Pension plan termination ins nce premiums paid pursuant to the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act f 1974 (Pub. L. 93-406) are allowable. Late pay-
ment charges on such premiums are unallowable.

(3) Excise taxes on accumulated funding deficiencies and .other penalties imposed
under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act are unallowable.

h. Incentive compensation. Incentive compensation to employees based on cost
reduction, or efficient performance, suggestion awards, safety awards, etc., are al:
lowable to the extent that the overall compensation is determined to be reasonable
and such costs are paid or accured pursuant to an agreement entered into in good
faith between the organization and the employees before the services were rendered,
or pursuant to an established plan followed by the organization so consistently as to
imply, in effect, an agreement to make such payment.

i. Overtime, extra pay shift, and multishift premiums. See paragraph 27.
j. Severance pay. See paragraph 44.
k. Training and education costs. See paragraph 48.
1. Support of salaries and waged.
(1) Charges to awards for salaries and wages, whether treated as direct costs or

indirect costs, will be based on documented payrolls approved by a responsible
officialls) of the organization. The distribution of salaries and wages to awards most
be supported by, personnel activity reports as prescribed in subparagraph (2) below,
except when a substitute system has been approved in writing by the cognizant
agency. {See paragraph E.2 of Attachment A) ,

(2) Reports is reflecting the distribution of activity of each employee must be
,maintained for all staff members (professionals and nonprofessionals) whose com-
pensation is charged, in whole or in part, directly to awards. In addition, in order to
support the allocation of indirect costs, such reports must also be maintained for
other employees whose work involves two or more functions or activities if a
distribution of their compensation between such functions or activities is needed in
the determination of the organization's indirt cost rates) (e.g., an employee en-
gaged part-time in indirect cost activities and part-tirue in a direct function). Re-
ports maintained by nonprofit organirptiOns to satisfy these requirements must
meet the following standards:

NW The reports must reflect an after.the-fact determination of the actual activity
of each employee. Budget estimates (i.e., estimates determined before the services
are performed) do not qualify as support for charges to awards.

(b) Each 'report must account for,the total activity for which employees are
compensated and which is required in fulallment of their obligations to the organiA
nation.

(c) The reports must be signed by the individual employee, or by a responsible
supervisory official having first hand knowledge of all the activities performed by
the employee, that the distribution of activity represents a reasonable estimate of
the actual work pefformed by the employee during the periods' covered by the
reports.

(d) The reports must be prepared at least monthly- and must) coincide with one or
more pay periods.

(3) Charges for the salaries and wages of nonprofessional employees, in addition to
the supporting documentation described in subparagraphs (1) and (2) above, must
also be Supported by records, indicating the total number of hours worked each day
maintained in conformance with Department of Labor regulations implementing
the Fair Labor Standards Act (29 CFR Part 516). For this purpose, the term
"nonprofessional employee" shall have the same meaning as "nonexempt emp\)y,:
cc," under the Fair Labor Standards Act. .

(4) Salaries and wages of employees used in meeting cost sharing or matching
requirements on awards must be supported in the same manner as salaries and
wages claimed for reimbursement from awarding agencies. -

7. Contingency provisions. Contributions to a contingency reserve or any similar
provision made for events the occurrence of which cannqt be foretold with certainty
as to time, intensity, or with an assuranse of their happening are unallowable. The
term "contingency reserve" excludes lf- insurance reserves (see paragraph 6.f.(3)
and 18.a.(2Xd1 }, pension funds (see paragraph 6.(g)); and reserves for normal sever
ance pay (see paragraph 44.(bXl).

8. Contributions. Contributions and donations by.the organizatiOn to others are
unallowable:

9. Depreciation and use allowances.
A. Compensation for the use of buildings, other capital improvements,,,and equip-

ment on hand may be made through use allowances or depreciation. However, .
except as provided in paragraph f. below a combination of the two methods may not

a')
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be used in connection with a single class of fixecLants (e.g., buildings, office
equipment, computer equipment, etc).

b. The computation of use allowances or depreciation shall be based on the
acquisition cost of the assets involved. The acquisition cost of an asset donated to
the organization by a thi rty shall be its fair market value at the time of the
donation. -

c. The computation of use allo des or depreciatidp will exclude.
(1) The cost of land;
(2) Any portion of the cost of buildings a equipment borne by or donated by the

Federal Government, irrespective of where ti e was '-prginally vested or where it
presently resides; and -....

(3) Any portion of the cost of buings an equipment contributed 1w or for the
organization in satisfaction of a statutory hing reti 'rement.

d. Where the use allowance method is followed, the Ilse allowance for buildings
and improvement (including land improvements such'Ias paved parking areas,
fences, and sidewalks) will be computed at an annual rate-mot exceeding two percent
of acquisition cost. The use use allowance for equipment will be Computed at an
annual rate not exceeding six and two-thirds percent of acquisition cost. When' the
use allowance method is used for buildings, the entire building must be treated as a

lir single asset; the building's components (e.g. plumbinglYstem, heating and air
CO I :, etc.) cannot be segregated from the building'gshell. The two percent
li itat .n, owever, need not be applied to equipment which is merely atache4or

ten to the building but not permanently fixed to it and which is used as
furnishin or deorations of for specialized purposed (e.g., dentist chairs and dental
treatment units, counters, laboratory benches bolted to the ffoot, dishwashers, car-
peting, etc.). Such equipment will be considered as not beingtpermantntly fixed to
the building if it can be removed Without the need for costly ce_extensive alterations
or repairs to the building or the equipment. Equipment that:meets these criteria
will be subject to the six and two-thirds percent equipment useollowance limiaion.

e. Where depreciation method is followed, the period of usefut,service (useful life)
/established in each case for useable capital assets must take into consideration such

factors as type of construction, nature of the epuicsnent_used, technological develop-
ments in the particular program area, and the renewal and replacement policies
followed for the the individual items or classes of assets involved. The method of
depreciatidn used to assign the cos an asset (or group of assets) to accounting
periods shall reflect the patte Onsumption of the asset during its useful life. In
the absence of clear evidence eating that the expected consumption of the asset
will be significantly greater or lesser in the early portions of its useful life than in
the later portions, the straight-line method shall be presumed to be the appropriate.
menthod. Depreciation methods once used shall not be ch nged unless approved in
advance by t cognizant Federal agency. When the dep iation method is intro-
duced for application assets previously subject to a u allownace, the combina-
tion of use allowances and depreciation applicable to such assets must not exceed

' the total acquisition Cost of the assets. When the depreciation method is used for
buildinn a building's shall may be segregated from each building component (e.g.,
plimbing`system, heating, and air conditioning system, etc.) and Bach item depreci-
ated over its estimated useful life; or the entire building (i.e., the shell and all
components) may be treated as a single asset and depreciated over a single useful'
life.

%., f. When the depreciatiori method is usecrfor a particular class of assets, no
depreciation niay be allowed on any such assets that, under paragraph e. above,

,would be viewed as fully depreciated. However, a reasonable use allownace may be
negotiated for such assets if warranted after taking into consideration the amount
of depreciation previously charged to the Government, the estimated useful life
remaining at time of negotiation, the effect of any increased maintenance charges
or decreased efficiency due to age, and any other factors pertinent to the utilization
of the asset for the purpose contemplated _

g. Charges for use allowances or depreciation must be supported by adequate
property records and physical inventories must be taken at least once every-two
years (a statistical sampling basis is acceptable) to ensure-that assets exist and are
usable and needed. When the depreciation method is followed, adequate depreci-
ation records indicating the amount of depreciation taken each period also be
maintained. )

42. Rental costs. ,, v
a. Subject to the limitations described in paragraphs b. through d. of this para-

graph, rental costs are allowable to the extent that the.rates are,reasonable in light
.....

property, any; market conditions inof such factors as: rental costs of comparable propey, if an
. t
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the area; alternatives available; and the type, life expectancy, condition, and value
of the property leased.

b. Rental costs under sale and leaseback arrangements are allowable only up to
the amount that would be allowed had the organization continued to own the
property.

c. Rental costs under less-than-length leases are allowable only up to the amount
that would be allowed had title to the property vested in the organization. For this
purpose, a less-than-arms-length lease is one under which one party to the lease
agreement is able to control or substantially influence the actions of the other. Such
leases-include, but are not limited to those between (1) divisions of an organization;
(ii) organizations under common control through common officers, directors, or
members; and (iii) an organization and a director, trustee, officer, or key employee
of the organization or his immediate family either directly or through corporations,
trusts, or similar arrangements in which they hold a controlling interest.

d. Rental costs under leases w ich create a material equity in the leased property
are allowable only up to the ount that would be allowed had the organization
purchased the property on the ate the lease agreement was executed; e.g., depreci-
ation or use allowances, main nance, taxes, insurance but excluding interest ex-.-. pense and other unallowable costs. For this purpose, a material equity in the
property exists if the lease in noncancelable or is cancelable only upon the occur-
rence of some remote contingency and has one or more of the following characteris-
tics:

(1) The organization has the right to purchase the property for a price which at
the beginning of the lease appears to be substantially less than the probable fair
market value at the time it is permitted to purchase the property (commonly called
a lease with a bargain pufchase option);

(2) Title to the property passes to the organization at some time during or after
the lease period;

(3) The firm of the lease (initial term plus periods covered by bargain renewal
options, if any) is equal to 75 per cent or more of the economic life of the leased
property; i.e., the period the property is expected to be economically usable by one
or more users.

ATTACHMENT 2

WESTERN CAROLINA COMMUNITY ACTION, INC.,
Hendersonville, NC., July 18, 1980.

Mr. L. BRYANT TUDOR,
Regional Administrator, Department of HEW/HHS, Region IV
Atlanta, Ga.

DEAR BRYANT: As per our recent telephone conversation, I offer the follo;ving
information on Head Start transportation.

The major problem has been that when we need to replace a vehicle in the Head
Start Program (which is every 3 to 4 years per vehicle), we are faced with a serious
budget problem. The problem arises from the fact that HEW/HHS will not allow a
vehicle depreciation account to be established whereby we could set aside a certain
amount per mile to replace the vehicle. This results in our either having to "find"
the total cost of a vehicle in the budget during the particular years) that the
vehicle must be replaced, or seek a "one time" grant for this purpose. Either way it
is difficult and becoming almost impossible with inflation as it is.

Because of the red tape and the difficulty in planning, etc., I have for the past 5
to 6 years set aside non-federal local funds for the purpose of purchasing the
necessary 15-passenger vans which could be leased back to thellead,Start Program
on a per mile cost basis. The reason for the purchase and lease-back by WCCA, Inc.
versus commercial lease is the fact that WCCA operating on a cost reimbursement
basis would be able to lease the same vehicle to the Head Start Program for
approximately $100 per month less than a commercial. lease. I have attached the bid
inerrhation used in a contract between WCCA and North Carolina Division pf
Community Employment (DOL) for a bus to be used in their program. This informal
tion will show how much could be saved through this approach. As you will note,
the attached agreement at 351 per mile includes all costs with the exception of
gasoline. I would suggest with Head Start a net vehiclesreplacement cost of 151 per
mile. This would project approximately 31/2 to 4 years to recover the necessary
replacement cost.

Even though I am convinced this approach would give us safe transportation with
the cost spread out evenly over each Head Start program year, I have run into
problems with getting HHS to consider it. Wh6iINfirst conceived this approach, I
was using CSA's regulation onlease versus purchasebn equipment. This is set forth
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in 45 CFR Chapter X, Section 1067.17-4, Part II, Sub-part (f). This reference can be
found in 45 CFR Part 500-1199, page 408 This states in part "if 3 -years leasing cost
is more than the purchase price plus servicing cost, it is more economical to
purchase the equipment." If WCCA purchased the van and depreciated it over a 3 to
4 year period at cost basis, we definitely would have a much less cost over a 3 year
penod to lease.

The real problem arose when I telephoned Ms., Willa Choper, our HHS Field
Representative, and suggested this approach to transportation. She checked with
the property people in Atlantacand called me back saying wecould not do that She
gave me the reference given her by the property folks as CFR 45 Part 74, Appendix
F, Sub-part 10, page 4 and 5 From this reference she stated that we could not
charge an amount in excess of 10% per annum to Head Start for equipment leased
to them The only portion of this sub-part which reflects a 10% limit is Sub-part 10-
(cD-(2)-(VIID. My interpretation $f this is that this reference is for physical plant
and equipment located therein. It would appear to me that Section 10-(a) would
allow WCCA to establish either a depreciation account or a use allowance which
would accomplish what we would like to do

WCCA maintains detailed records all vehicles owned or operated by us From
71' those records I haw documented that once we surpass the 60,000 mile mark on a

vehicle used for daily pick-up and delivery of clients, the maintenance costs in-
creases by an average of Elt per mile. This would be in excess of 50% of the amount
needed to set aside for vehicle replacement. Naturally as the mileage increases we
are faced with both increased cost to maintain plus the danger of an unsafe vehicle.
Our present Head Start vehicles have 67,000 miles, 77,000 miles, and 80,000 miles on
them. Ms Choper told me that there is not any "one time" money available to us
for vehicle replacement at this time

Even though WCCA does not have all the necessary funds to make the necessary
purchase of 3 new vehicles (aperoximately $27,000), we would be willing to finance
them through the corporation non-federal account if HHS 'will allow recover
this cost over the 3 to 4-year period

Please advise me if there is any way to allow this proposed le agreement
ketween WCCA and Mad Stag f you need additional information, ple e call me

Sincerely,

Attachment

JOHN LEATHERWOOD, JR.,
Executive Director.

VEHICLE LEASE AGREEMENT

It is agreed by the Youthful Offender Program (Contract #0-3489-0733-01-B-5-0)
and Western Carolina Community Action, Inc. (WCCA), that WCCA shall provide
the following equipment to the Youthful Offender Program for the period beginning
April 1st, 1980, and continuing to the 30th day of September,, 1980:

1. 12-Passenger Van Equipped with: Full Length Floor Mat, Headliner Over
Driver and Front Bucket Seat Only, 350 V-8 Engine, Automatic Transmission,
Power 'Steering, Power Brakes, AM/FM Radio, Air Conditioningfront and
rear units, Heater with auxiliary rear unit, Tinted Glassall windows, 9" x El5"
Exterior Mirrors.

The Yputhful Offender Program shall reimburse Western Carolina Community
Action, for use of the above described vehicle at the rate of $ 35 per mile plus

,gasoline cost. -

It is further agreed that Western Carolina Community Action, Inc. shall provide
all insurance (100-300-100 limits), license plate, and full maintenance

It is understood that the above described vehicle will be used solely for partici-
pant transportation and that all mileage recorded for that purpose will be submit-
tett° the WCCA ss Office monthly on WCCA Form 22-A (attacIment "A" to
this agreement).

For purposes of comparison, WCCA has in its files, bids received from the follow-
ing companies quoting their monthly lease rates: Dorato Dodge, Asheville, N.0 ,
$460/Mo.; Hunter Chevrolet, Hendersonville, N.C., $490/Mo.; Bryan Easter Ford,
Henderselhville, N.C., $565/Mo. I

The above quotes excluded insurance, license plate, gasoline and maintenance.
(Signed)---

Youthful Offender Progranct--

Date. June 17, 1980.

(Signed)---
Western Carolina Comm unay Action, Inc

0
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